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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Brief description of the project
Fondation Mérieux (thereafter called FMX) is a French foundation establised in 1967, with the mission
to build and/or strengthen local capacity in developping countries to fight against infectious diseases
striking vulnérable populations, in particular mothers and children.
The Laboratory Myanmar Network project (thereafter called the LabMyNet project, LabMyNet or the
project) was developped to support the viral load (VL) scale-up in Myanmar. The project’s main
objective is to ensure that at least 80% of the expected 182,082 PLHIV under treatment by 2020 have
access to HIV RNA (Ribonucleic acid) Viral load test (VLT) by the end of the project. The project
primarily aims to boost the performance of HTP HIV VL platforms to increase the HIV RNA VL coverage
performed by high throughput (HTP) platforms i.e. the proportion of PLHIV under Anti-retroviral
Therapy (ART) who have access to at least one VL test per year, via a HTP platform. Indirectly, the
project also aims to contribute to the UNAIDS Initiative third 90 indicator by improving the proportion
of PLHIV on treatment who have a suppressed viral load. The project has three interconnected specific
objectives and related expected results :
Specific Objective 1 : Maximise the HIV RNA VLT activities of both integrated and open viral load
platforms
Expected Result 1 : At least 150,000 HIV RNA VLT are realised per year on both open and integrated
platforms
Specific Objective 2 : Increase the demand of VLT in collaboration with prescribers and communitybased organisations (CBOs)
Expected Result 2 : Awareness of VLT is increased among prescribers and in the community, which
leads to increased VLT prescriptions
Specific Objective 3 : Build the NHL capacity to lead a national network of laboratories running HIV VLT
Expected Result 3 : A network of laboratories led by NHL is set up and efficient
The project began work in June 2018 and has an inital implementation timeline of 36 months (until
May 2021). From the onset, the project encountered a number of successive challenges that have
significantly affected implementation:
1) FMX had to wait for one whole year for the amendment of their Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) with the Myanmar Government, which triggered significant delays in activity
implementation.
2) Between July 2019 and January 2020, the LabMyNet project officially started but start-up was slow
due to the government bureaucracy, which led to some activities being postponed.
3) From February 2020 onwards, the COVID-19 outbreak significantly affected all training plans and
international travel. More importantly, the country’s ability to perform routine HIV VL testing was
severely affected by the health crisis.
Those points are further developed under section 1.3 in the report, along with other operational
challenges. It is important to note that there was only 6 months of ‘unmitigated’ project
implementation during the evaluation period, which covers June 2018 to June 2020. This also explains
the delay in commissioning this mid-term evaluation, which occurs only a few months before the end
of the project. A no cost extension of 12 months is about to be requested to the donor, Expertise
France/L’Initiative. The project is likely to end in May 2022.
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Context and purpose of the evaluation
The objective of this mid-term evaluation is to evaluate project progress between June 2018 and June
2020, with a focus on the following six evaluation objectives1 : the relevance, the coherence, the
effectiveness, the efficiency, the sustainability and Impact/effect of project implementation, and to
produce possible recommendations on how to move forward until project completion and beyond, for
a possible future iteration. It is intended that this mid-term evaluation play a useful role in the future
implementation of the project. The evaluation seeks to contribute to the accountability of LabMyNet
project and through its findings and recommendations promote: improved monitoring; and enhanced
learning, feedback and knowledge-sharing.
Main conclusions and recommendations
Progress Towards Results :
Table A below provides a summary of the project’s progress towards results as measured against the
project’s logical framework indicators and associated targets. For a more detailed discussion of these
indicators and targets, see section 3.3 of this report.
Table A: Progress towards results per objective and indicators.
#
OS1 – Indicator 1

Measurable Indicators from Project Logical End of Project Status of Delivery at MidFramework
Target - 2021
Term
% HIV VL coverage: Number of PLHIV on ART
62% in 2019
receiving a viral load test per year over the total
57% in 2020
80%
2
number of PLHIV on ART

OS1 – Indicator 2
(Indicator
Number of VL performed on high throughput
dissaggregation per
(HTP) platforms each year (OPP + IP)
platform is provided in
Annex 4)
OS1 – Indicator 3
Number of PLHIV on ART receiving a viral load
test
Percentage of PLHIV with suppressed viral load
OS 1 – Indicator 4
per year, among those who received a VL test
Number of new PLHIV receiving a VL test per
OS2 - Indicator 1
year
Number of HIV RNA VLT platforms registered to
OS3 – Indicator 1
2 distinct External Quality Assessment Schemes
(EQAS)
Number of training sessions held at National
OS3 – Indicator 2
Health Laboratory
Number of Med Technician trained each year at
OS3 – Indicator 3
NHL for HIV VL testing (cumulative number)
OS3 – Indicator 4
HIV drug resistance testing is implemented at

1

2

145,008

145,008
90%

84,066 in 2019 –
2019 target exceeded
82,787 in 2020
(35,324 as of Jun 20)
133,468 in 2019
3
83,451 in 2020
94% in 2020
Target exceeded

40,000

No access to the data

8

8
Target achieved

6

0

24
Testing

1 newly trained (8 already
trained at Baseline)
HIV drug resistance testing

https://www.oecd.org/dac/evaluation/daccriteriaforevaluatingdevelopmentassistance.htm

Due to the lack of Unique Identifier code, it was challenging to obtain ‘headcount’ data (i.e. the number of PLHIV on ART receiveing a
viral load test in a given year. As a result, the HIV VL coverage rate was calculated by taking the overall number of viral load tests
performed, over the total number of PLHIV on ART. The assumption here is that 1 VL test = 1 PLHIV receiving a test. This is a proxy and
imperfect calculation, since it does not take into account the controls necessary for the validation of patient viral load testing, the number of
retests (about 15% of restest for an open platform according to OPP-ERA operational guide) and the number of PLHIV with virological
failure who get more than one viral load test in a given year.
3
See above. As part fo the evaluation it was not possible to investigate the reliability of the data reported under this indicator. There seem
to be more PLHIV accessing a viral load tests than the number of tests performed in the country.
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#

OS3 – Indicator 5

Measurable Indicators from Project Logical
Framework
NHL
The NHL plays an increasing leadership role in
following up on the deliverable, edit action plan
and recommendations, at least once a year
after the national workshop on HIV VLT

End of Project Status of Delivery at MidTarget - 2021
Term
implemented is not yet implemented at
at NHL
NHL
This qualitative indicator is
not measurable in a
logframe

Main findings
Relevance
•

•
•

•

•

Overall, in a context of ambitious viral load scale-up, the LabMyNet project is highly relevant and
timely. Project implementation started at a critical time, when the country switched from targeted
to routine HIV viral load monitoring with a plan to dramatically increase the number of PLHIV
receiving a viral load test.
The three interrelated specific objectives of the project are highly relevant and complementary.
The partnership strategy to achieve the objectives and results was suitable for objective 1 and 3.
However it was not optimal to achieve objective 2, around creating VL demand, in particular for
the work with communities. Delegation of this piece of work, both design and implementation, to
an organisation with strong experience of working with PLHIV CBOs and communities in Myanmar
would have been relevant.
The project adequately responds to some of the needs and expectations of the NHL and of the
NAP, such as enabling better access to viral load data to make evidence-based decisions and to
take corrective action where and when needed.
Due to successive challenges, to a rapidly evolving context, and to gaps in project design, there is a
discrepancy between the way the project was initially designed and the way is being delivered on
the ground.

Coherence
•
•
•

•
•

•

Overall, project alignment with national priorities is good but could be improved in a possible
future iteration.
There was a lack of involvement of the NAP in the design of LabMyNet activities, but this was
mititgated during implementation thanks to increased communication and coordination.
Despite a complex viral load landscape in Myanmar with a large number of stakeholders involved
in supporting the national HIV VL scale up efforts, project coherence with other programmes is
good, including the Global Fund HIV programme.
At mid-term, FMX/LabMyNet has succeeded in establishing itself as an important stakeholder in
the VL landscape.
Although the project deliberately decided to limit the scope of the project to HIV VL high
throughput platforms, and to exclude the HIV VL point-of-care strategy through GeneXpert
machines. However, the rapid and large-scale roll-out of GNX sites affected project alignment with
national priorities.
However, there are significant and ongoing efforts from the LabMyNet team to avoid duplication
and maximise coordination.

Effectiveness
•

Country progress and results on improving HIV viral load coverage despite a strong impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic on HIV VL results between January and June 2020.
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•

While the LabMyNet project implementation has contributed to achieving those results, it is not
possible to quantify/measure LabMyNet contribution.

=> Progress on SO1/ER1
•
•
•
•
•

Overall progress on the number of viral loads carried out per year was excellent in 2018 and 2019.
In 2020, the viral load scale up progress has slowed down due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Performance of high throughput HIV VL machines has significantly increased and exceeded targets
in 2018 and 2019.
Large-scale deployment of GeneXpert machines, not included in the scope of the project, has also
strongly contributed to the scale-up.
While the LabMyNet project implementation has contributed to achieving those results, it is not
possible to quantify/measure LabMyNet contribution.
At activity level, LabMyNet has yet to roll out training of trainers.

=> Progress on SO2/ER2
•

•

Due to a strong political commitment to scaling-up both ART and routine viral load monitoring, to
a strong leadership from the NAP, and to a substantial and effective support from INGOs and
technical partners, the demand for viral load has increased significantly between 2017 and 2020,
sufficiently to exceed the VL targets in 2018 and 2019.
However, as part of this mid-term evaluation, it has not been possible to link LabMyNet project
activities to this increase in VL demand, since there has been little progress on this specific
objective between June 2018 and June 2020.

=> Progress on SO3/ER3
•

•
•

•

Progress on this result is difficult to measure. The Logical Framework indicators capture only very
partially what an increased leadership from the NHL mean and what an efficient network of
laboratories should look like.
A Theory of Change exercise would be a much better suited planning tool to measure changes in
leadership.
A major unexpected development for the LabMyNet project was the roll-out of the LabAccex
database in HTP platforms and the discontinuation of the Horus database in the three Biocentric
paltforms.
However, while this strongly affected the LabMyNet project, by hindering its ability to easily access
key HIV VL data and to monitor a number of VL indicators, the roll-out of this harmonised
laboratory database, LAbAccex, is a positive development for the HIV response in Myanmar.

=> Effectiveness of the Monitoring and evaluation system
•

•
•
•
•

There are a number of limitations on the M&E component of the project, which are compounded
by the lack of VL Performance Monitoring Framework at country level to monitor the viral load
scale-up between 2018 and 2020.
The project M&E efforts are essentially focused on one core indicator : the number of VL
performed on high throughput (HTP) platforms each year.
There is a discrepancy between LabMyNet viral load targets and NAP targets.
Some changes could be made to the logical framework to better reflect the VL situation in-country.
The qualitative aspect of M&E efforts, around knowledge creation and knowledge sharing, need to
be strengthened.

Efficiency
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•
•

•

•
•

At mid-term, the LabMyNet project efficiency appears to be low.
Between June 2018 and June 2020, 38% of the total budget was spent (340,360 € spent vs 898,790
€ budgeted in total), instead of the planned 70% (632,839 € were set to be spent between June
2018 and June 2020).
Few planned activities have been implemented. Only 10% of the total spending for that period has
been spent on planned activities. 63% of the total expenses were spent on salaries and 20% on
coordination costs. This is partly explained by the fact that LabMyNet routine activities mainly
require staff time i.e. human resource costs.
Relevant unplanned activities have also taken place, but those activities have mainly required
project human resources and time, and have not led to major unplanned activity costs.
Given the strong emphasis on collecting and analysising data in the LabMyNet project, an M&E
post is missing from the team.

Sustainability
•

•

There is a good level of confidence in the political, technical and financial sustainability of the HIV
viral load scale up over the next few years, and in the country’s capacity to maintain the upward
trajectory of VL scale up in Myanmar. 4
However, at mid-term, the project sustainability appears to be low, mostly due to a chronic lack of
HR capacity at NAP and NHL level, and to important delays in key activity implementation, such as
the training of trainers.

Effects (impact)
•
•

The project and evaluation timeframe is too short to assess impact.
At mid-term, the LabMyNet project has had some positive effects at various levels, but those
effects are limited due to slow project implementation.

Main recommendations until project completion
•

A key priority for the LabMyNet project is to rapidly work through a reprogramming exercise to
adjust the project activities and remaining budget to the time left.

•

Orientations for priority activities before the end of the project :
o Training/e-training for laboratory personnel
o A new activity should be added, around support to the transition of the Dawei Biocentric
platform to the NAP.
o There is an opportunity for LabMyNet to identify current gaps and « quick wins » to support
communities’ work on demand creation, In collaboration with the NAP, ICAP and global Fund
community SR.
o Prioritising the support to the NHL on testing for HIV resistance to ART

•

Improvements on the project Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning (MEL) component :
o Strengthen the « knowledge creation » component of the project by starting to monitor/track
and capitalise on how the LabMyNet project provides support to HTP platforms in response to
the challenges encountered by each platform.
o Improved knowledge creation should be accompanied by increased knowledge-sharing efforts.

4 The evaluation was conducted, and the temporary report was written prior to the military coup in Myanmar, on 3 February 2021. This
major political development and its potential impact were not taken into account in the evaluation.
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o

o

o

•

The use of the Monitoring Tool may not be an effective way to monitor project progress at this
stage. A simpler table monitoring indicators, similar to the one in Annex 4, could be used
instead.
Ideally, a person dedicated to M&E should be hired as part of the project. However, depending
on the time left until the end of the project (5 to 17 months), this may not be
desirable/realistic/feasible. Such dedicated M&E capacity should be part of a potential future
iteration (see next section).
Undertake the changes to the project indicators as suggested in section 3.3.5. Those are
summarised in Annex 4.

Fostering an effective communication around the LabMyNet project at different levels :
o FMX shoud continue to communicate with HIV VL working group members to ensure a sound
understanding of the LabMyNet project.
o There is scope for more direct communication about the LabMyNet project with the Global
Fund Myanmar country team.
o There could be more communication between Expertise France/L’Initiative and the LabMyNet
team in-country.
o During the evaluation, the NAP requested more senior-level engagement from FMX with the
NAP, in particular from FMX headquarters in France.

Main recommendations for a possible future iteration of LabMyNet
In a potential future iteration of the LabMyNet project, FMX should consider the following:
• Ensuring project VL targets are aligned with national targets and performance monitoring
framework.
• Broadening its scope to include support to the network of GNX. A broader scope could also include
support to Early Infant Diagnosis.
• Building a consortium in order to deliver the project in partnership with other organisations, in
particular around working on viral load demand creation at ART center level and community level.
• Focusing on supporting the qualitative aspects of viral load.
• Strengthening the M&E capacity of a possible future LabMyNet implementation team, by ensuring
a dedicated M&E post.
• In to monitor any future objective around strengthening NHL leadership, FMX should consider
developping a theory of change for in order to identify 1. A joint vision : where the NHL should be
on the leadership scale (both in terms of political and technical leadership) in an ideal world ; 2.
Pathways to achieve changes ; 3. Key enablers.
• Finally, it may be interesting to investigate the role FMX could play in supporting the roll-out of
DBS in Myanmar.
Acknowledgements
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CONTEXT
1.1 Epidemiological context and HIV cascade
Myanmar is one of the 35 countries that account for 90% of new infections globally.5 It has the second
highest number of people living with HIV in the Southeast Asia region. HIV prevalence among general
population is 0.6%.6 Key populations are disproportionately affected by the HIV epidemic. Prevalence
rates among key populations such as female sex workers (14.6%), people who inject drugs (28.5%) and
men who have sex with men (11.6%) are higher than the prevalence rate in the general population.7 In
2016, there were an estimated 229,500 people living with HIV (PLHIV) : 9,500 children aged 0 to 14
and 220,000 adults above 15 years old. Almost 35% of PLHIV were women. This increased to an
estimated 240,000 PLHIV in 2019.8 In 2017, there were 140,000 PLHIV identified (63,6% of total
estimated number of PLHIV) and 136,505 PLHIV were receiving ART. The majority of PLHIV are located
in major urban and semi-urban settings, particularly Yangon and Mandalay, and in areas where
injection drug use is prevalent, such as Kachin, Shan (North) and Sagaing. Those are the five
regions/states bear the highest burden in terms of HIV prevalence. In 2016/2017, about 55% of PLHIV
accessed ART services provided by the public sector (including through Union-supported Integrated
HIV Care centers)9, 30% accessed services provided by the non-government organisation (NGO)
Médecins Sans Frontières (Holland branch, MSF-H) and the remaining 15% of patients were managed
by other NGOs. According to the LabMyNet action plan, in 2017, at least 36,182 PLHIV had access to a
VL load test, corresponding to a HIV VL testing coverage rate of 27%. At the time, 95% of PLHIV
receiving a VL test in Myanmar received it through Biocentric open and polyvalent platforms in the
iNGO sector.
Myanmar’s third National Strategic Plan on HIV and AIDS 2016-2020 (NSP III) 10 provides a guide for
Myanmar’s response to the HIV epidemic at national, state, regional and local level. Myanmar aims to
end HIV as a public health threat by 2030, and by 2020 to achieve the UNAIDS 90-90-90 targets ; 90%
of people living with HIV know their status, 90% of people living with HIV who know their status
receive treatment, and 90% of people living with HIV on treatment have suppressed viral load (< 1,000
copies/ml).
1.2 HIV care and treatment services in Myanmar
1.2.1 Scale-up of ART
Historically, the private sector through international and local NGOs has played a major role in
providing HIV service delivery in Myanmar, in particular the provision of ART and viral load testing.
However, from 2014 onwards, the Ministry of Health and Sports (MoHS), through the Department of
Public Health (National AIDS Program, NAP) gradually became a stronger and more active provider of
HIV services by transitionning stable ART cohorts from NGO to the public sector (NAP). A major
transition was planned during the NSP III (2016-2020), with the NAP taking a stronger leadership role
in ART services implementation and management. From 2016 onwards, with the adoption (2016) and
roll out (2017) of the WHO-recommended test and treat strategy, the NAP started to increase its role
with an aim to support a large increase in number of ART patients receiving care in the public sector. In
the NSP III, the number of people (adults and children) living with HIV who receive ART was expected
5 UNAIDS Fast Track Update on Investments, 2015
6 Strategic plan for HIV/AIDS and STI Prevention and Control in the Health Sector 2016-2020
7 Myanmar HIV National Strategic Plan 2016 – 2020 (page 20)
8 https://www.unaids.org/en/regionscountries/countries/myanmar
9 While recognised as an NGO provider, the Union provided - and still provides - support to patients in the public sector through hospitals
designated as Integrated HIV Care centres, where patients access treatment and care services supported by this NGO through the public
system.
10 Republic of the Union of Myanmar’s National Strategic Plan on HIV/AIDS 2016–2020
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to grow from 106,490 in 2015 to 196,743 in 2020.11 As a result of this major ART scale-up the number
of ART treatment centers increased from 289 in 2016 to 401 in 2020. The plan was to gradually
transition NGO-provided PLHIV care and treatment services to the public sector, under NAP
responsibility. As part of this transition plan, in 2017, MSF-H, who managed a third of the ART cohort in
the country, stopped its HIV activities and handed over its ART cohort to the NAP. As of December
2020, almost 88% percent of national ART cohorts are managed by the public sector, from 55% in
2016/2017.
1.2.2 Scale up of routine viral load testing
Monitoring people receiving antiretroviral therapy is important to ensure successful treatment,
identify adherence problems and determine whether antiretroviral therapy regimens should be
switched in case of treatment failure. In 2013, WHO recommended viral load testing as the preferred
monitoring approach to diagnose and confirm antiretroviral therapy (ART) failure.12 Prior to 2017, HIV
viral load high throughput (HTP) platforms (see below) that existed in the country mostly implemented
targeted HIV VL testing e.g. VL tests were performed for PLHIV with suspected clinical or
immunological failure. In 2017, revised “Guidelines on the clinical management of HIV Infection” were
approved and included routine monitoring of HIV VL for all PLHIV. Those clinical guidelines recommend
routine VL monitoring be carried out after 6 months of ART, after 12 months of ART and then every 12
months thereafter if the patient is stable on ART, with a suppressed viral load.13 An individual must be
taking ART for at least 6 months before it can be determined that a regimen has failed. According to
clinical guidelines, viral load suppression is achieved when a PLHIV on treatment has less than 1,000
HIV ARN copies per milliliter of plasma. In case of high viral load (> 1,000 copies/ml), a second viral
load measurement is undertaken within 2 to 3 months, with treatment adherence support following
the first viral load test. If the second VL test is above 1,000/ml, this is a case of virological failure, and
switching from first line ART regimen to second line ART becomes necessary. Guidelines advise that
utmost attempts must be made to optimise adherence and prevent resistance to first line regimens.
Adoption and roll-out of those guidelines represented a turning point in the VL landscape at national
level. In order to switch from targeted to routine VL monitoring for a rapidly increasing ART cohort, a
rapid scale-up for HIV VL testing was necessary. Myanmar NSP III plans to dramatically increase the
number of PLHIV on ART accessing a viral load test and achieve 90% of viral load coverage, from
36,000 in 2017 to 177,069 PLHIV on ART accessing a viral load test annually. To support this, a Viral
Load Scale-up Plan for 2017-2020 was developed in 2017, with support from US CDC.14 Although this
document was not finalized nor officially adopted, it was still considered as the national VL reference
document by many stakeholders.
1.2.3 Viral Load Supply side
In Myanmar, facilities performing VL tests between 2018 and 2020 are described below. A visual
representation of the location of each VL facility is provided on the map below. More information on
each high throughput HIV VL platform can be found in Annex 6: Mapping of key stakeholders involved
in supporting HIV VL platforms.
•

3 NGO-supported open and polyvalent (OPP) Biocentric HIV VL platforms: Those platforms were
set up between 2012 and 2017 by FMX, to support iNGOs managing ART cohorts in the country at
the time: The Union, MSF-H and MSF-CH. This is further described in section 1.3 below. In 2010-

11 Myanmar HIV National Strategic Plan 2016-2020 (page 127)

12 HIV molecular diagnostics toolkit to improve access to viral load testing and infant diagnosis. Geneva: World Health Organization; 2019.
Licence: CC BY-NC-SA 3.0 IGO.
13 Guidelines for the clinical management of HIV infection in Myanmar, National AIDS programme, Department of Public Health, Ministry
of Heath and Sports, Myanamr. 2017
14 HIV viral load scale-up plan for Myanmar 2017-2020 (version 1, August 2017)
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•

•

•

2012, FMX supported the Union to start performing viral load testing in Myanmar, through
renovating the Public Health Laboratory (PHL) in Mandalay, setting up a Biocentric platform and
buildling laboratory personnel capacity to perform VL testing on an open platform. In 2015 and
2017, FMX provided a similar support respectively to MSF Holland (MSF-H) through setting up a
Biocentric platfom at the NHL in Yangon, and to MSF Switzerland (MSF-CH) through setting up
another Biocentric platfom in MSF-CH private clinic in Dawei.
1 NGO-supported integrated Biomérieux HIV VL platform: This platform was set up through
Global Fund funding in 2017, at the PSI Clinic in Yangon. Save the Children, the non-governmental
PR, through PSI, began providing routine and targeted HIV VL testing service in 2017 to all PLHIV
under ART managed by GFATM NGO sub-recipients.
4 public sector-supported integrated (or ‘closed’) Abbott HIV VL platforms: An Abbott platform
for targeted HIV VL testing was established at NHL in 2014. In 2016 this service using the same
Abbott platform was established at PHL in Mandalay. Late in 2016 the NHL Abbott platform was
upgraded to include an automated extraction platform paired with the original Abbott system. An
Abbott platform was also installed at Mingaladon Teaching Hospital Laboratory, and expanded to
Magway teaching hospital laboratory in 2017. Those Abbott platforms were funded by the GFTAM.
Most of them started running with high volumes in 2017/2018.
Public sector-supported GeneXpert machines: Between 2018 and 2020, in addition to the 8 high
througput (HTP) HIV viral load platforms described above, the NAP adopted a point-of-care (POC)
strategy, and deployed 15 to 25 GeneXpert machines (GNX) across the country, in addition to
NGO-managed GNX sites.

The use of GeneXpert machines (GNX) to perform HIV VL testing is complementary to the use of HTP
platforms. On the one hand, the POC strategy is essential to quickly increase access to VL tests for
PLHIV who live in remote areas, far from HTP platforms, in particular in Northern and Northestern
areas. On the other hand, the country’s 8 HTP platforms have the capacity to produce large volumes of
VL tests each week, unlike GNX that have a low capacity and are not designed for performing high
volumes of VL tests. Those HTP platforms are located in 4 cities in the country, Yangon (4 HPT
platforms), Mandalay (2), Magwe (1) and Dawei (1). They are in brown and yellow on the map below.
The GeneXpert sites are in blue.
Map 1: mapping of viral load facilities in Myanmar
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1.2.4 VL Demand side
Key viral load demand-related challenges are described in the findings of a 2019 study exploring the
challenges around uptake of routine VL testing among PLHIV in Yangon region.15 The diagram below,
drawn from this study, highlights key challenges in implementing routine VL testing.

ART center-level : Healthcare professionals play a key role in applying clinical guidelines and creating
demand for VL, through VL test prescription. However, ART clinicians who monitor PLHIV treatment
are not always aware of/applying clinical guidelines around rountine VL monitoring. In addition,
communication of the results to PLHIV and use of the results in clinical management (e.g. switching to
second line ART regimen) are not optimal. A viral test is only useful if it enables an improvement in
PLHIV care, it is not a goal in itself. The evaluators were not able to interview ART clinicians as part of
the evaluation, for reasons described in section 3.3.2 below. However the above mentioned study
provided some clarity on VL challenges at ART center level.
As part of the viral load scale-up process, regional and state-level HIV VL scale-up workshops were
organised under the leadership of the NAP and the NHL, and with support from ICAP, to
strengthen the routine monitoring of HIV viral load and management among healthcare workers, in
particular
ART
clinicinas.
It
was
the
occasion
to
review
the
current
achievement, identify the challenges and barriers of routine VL monitoring, and to plan for further
scale up.
Community-level : During the evaluation, the evaluators were able to discuss the community
perspective on viral load scale through an interview with the Myanmar Positive Group (MPG), further
15
Thinn KK, Thekkur P, Kyaw NTT, et al. Uptake of routine viral load testing among people living with HIV and its implementation
challenges in Yangon region of Myanmar: a mixed-methods study. BMJ Open 2019;9:e032678. doi:10.1136/ bmjopen-2019-032678
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described in section 1.2.5 below. Low knowledge and awareness of HIV viral load among PLHIV is a key
issue for VL uptake, along with other health system-related challenges, such as health services that are
not patient-centered. For example, sample collection is not usually done during ART appointments,
patients have to come back for blood sample collection; blood collection times may not be convenient
for PLHIV, especially for those from key populations. This information is supported by the findings from
the above-mentioned study.
Community stakeholders need to play an essential role in raising awareness of VL among PLHIV,
including from key populations. MPG confirmed that messages are integrated in peer supporters’
work, but limited time and resources are dedicated to this topic. MPG receives funding from the
Global Fund and ICAP to provide PLHIV care and support services through their peer supporter and
peer volunteer network across the country, there is no funding dedicated to VL awareness raising
sessions among PLHIV. Capacity around VL needs to be strengthened at community level. While
overtime PLHIV had secured a good underdstanding of CD4 counts, thanks to treatment adherence
counselling and community-led awarenes raising sessions, HIV VL is a relatively new concept for
communities and more efforts are needed to increase PLHIV awareness of VL importance and
implications. While information, education and communication (IEC) materials dedicated to
communities have been developped on VL, MPG mentionned that the number of printed materials is
insufficient to cover their whole network of peer supporters.
In light of this, it seems that HIV VL demand creation efforts have been mostly driven by the NAP and
ART center clinicians, adn that th community involvment in the VL scale up efforts could be further
strengthened.
1.2.5 Main VL stakeholders in Myanmar
The viral load landscape is quite complex in Myanmar, due to the presence of multiple different
technologies, platforms and tests used at each laboratory. This is due to the presence of different
donors (mostly GFTAM and PEPFAR), implementing partners, programs, as well as political and
financial considerations.
The Ministry of Health and Sports (MoHS) oversees the overall implementation of the viral load scaleup through two different departments : the Department of Public Health, of which the National AIDS
Program (NAP) is part ; and the Department of Medical Services which oversees public laboratory
services, of which the National Health Laboratory (NHL) is part.
PEPFAR has a long history of supporting the HIV response in Myanmar, including the laboratory sector,
through the US Center for Disease Control (CDC). CDC works closely with the NAP and the NHL to
implement the three 90, and, from 2021 onwards, the three 95. It also provides support to the Abbott
platforms and the GNX sites. US CDC also collaborated with the Australia National HIV Reference
Laboratory (NRL), which does not have a presence in-country, to provide TA around laboratory quality
management, quality assurance and improvement. With PEPFAR funding, ICAP (International Center
for AIDS Care and Treatment Programs, based at Columbia University in the US) has been providing
support to the NAP to decentralise ART services to township level since 2014. From 2018 onwards,
with PEPFAR funding through US CDC, ICAP has been working with the NHL to strengthen the quality of
HIV laboratory management. ICAP also works on viral load demand creation at the decentralised level,
in close collaboration with ART center physicians, clinicians and community-based organisations in the
5 high burden regions and states in Myanmar, where an estimated 65% of key populations (KPs)
affected by HIV/AIDS are located: Mandalay, Yangon, Sagaing, Kachin and Shan North.
The Global Fund has been supporting the HIV, TB and Malaria responses in Myanmar since 2003.
Myanmar is classified as a high impact country: it represents a very large portfolio with a mission14

critical disease burden. Since 2013, UNOPS and Save the Children (STC) have been the co-principal
recipients (PRs) for all three diseases. During the 2018-2020 grant cycle, under the HIV grant, STC
managed 11 non-govermental sub-recipients (SRs), including key HIV viral load implementing partners
such as MSF-H, MSF-CH, PSI, as well as community-based networks and organisations such as
Myanmar Positive Group (MPG) and Alliance/Mahamate. STC supports the transition of ART cohorts
to the public sector. Out of the 5 HIV SRs managed by UNOPS, 3 are key stakeholders in the VL scaleup: the NAP, the Union, and the World Health Organisation (WHO) who has a technical advisory role.
While the NHL is not a formal SR, UNOPS supports the NHL through its work with the NAP and the
MoHS.
Both the GFTAM and PEFPAR through US CDC have played a critical role in advocating for wider rollout of viral load testing in Myanmar.
With funding from UNICEF, the Clinton Health Access Initiative (CHAI) developped a Laboratory
Information Management System (LIMS) for Early Infant Diagnosis (EID), which started being used by
the NHL and the PHL in 2015. In 2016, CHAI received a request from the NHL virology department to
develop the same information system for HIV viral load. In 2017, the module for HIV viral load was
developped and added to the existing LIMS. While there were very few partners to work with during
EID module development (mostly the Union), the HIV VL module development was a collaborative
effort with the NAP, the NHL and all international partners working on viral load (the Union, MSF-CH,
MSF-H, UNOPS). Module development started with harmonising the HIV viral load requisition form, on
which the HIV VL LIMS is based. The LIMS, now called LabAccex, started being rolled out in 2018
HIV VL Working Group (VLWG) : The HIV VL working group (VLWG) was formed in 2017 to provide
practical and technical support, monitor the scale-up process and provide oversight to ensure
continuity of HIV VL scale up, to review progress and make recommendations on the best way
forward. This working group is led by NAP and NHL and current members include key viral load
stakehodlers : CDC, WHO, ICAP, CHAI, FMX, UNOPS-GFPR, SC-GFPR, the Union and a representative
from each NGO providing VL testing. The VLWG meets once every quarter. FMX was not initially
identified as a key VL stakeholder, and was included in the VLWG when LabMyNet started in June
2018.
Communities : Community-based organisations and PLHIV networks are an important stakeholder the
national HIV response in Myanmar. They work closely with the NAP and its implementing partners, in
particular around providing care and support to PLHIV on ART. As part of the evaluation, the
evaluators were able to discuss the VL situation at community level with the Myanmar Positive Group
(MPG), the national PLHIV network in Myanmar. MPG plays a significant role in PLHIV care and support
in the country, with 170 self-help grouns accross 82 townships in the country. They also have over 100
peer supporters who provide care and support services to PLHIV receiving ART. MPG, along with
Alliance/Mahamate and other community-based organisations, are GF sub-receipients (SRs), under
Save the Children, and work closely with the NAP and ART centers in the public sector to provide
additional support to PLHIV (psychosocial support, nutrition advice, referral, etc).
1.3 LabMyNet Project context
Fondation Mérieux (FMX) is a key player in the historical VL landscape in Myanmar. FMX was pivotal
in introducing viral load testing capacity in Myanmar through setting up the three Biocentric platforms
in the country. The first Biocentric platform was set up at the PHL in Mandalay in 2012, upon request
from the Union in 2010. At the time, almost all ART cohorts were managed by the private/iNGO sector:
a cohort of 17,000 PLHIV was managed by the Union in Mandalay. MSF-H managed a cohort of 27,000
PLHIV in Yangon, and MSF-CH managed a cohort of 5,000 PLHIV in Dawei. Up until the first Biocentric
platform was set up in the country in 2012 at PHL in Mandalay, targeted viral load monitoring was
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carried out by sending VL samples abroad, in Thailand, or in South Africa for Dried Blood Spot (DBS)
samples. The two other Biocentric platforms were set up in 2015 at the NHL in Yangon, for MSF-H ART
cohorts and in 2017 at the MSF-CH clinic in Dawei. FMX played a key role in refurbishing the
laboratories, procuring the equipment and providing technical and theoretical training to laboratory
personnel on Biocentric platforms. Between 2012 and 2016, FMX provided annual refresher trainings
to strengthen laboratory personnel capacity to perform viral load testing. FMX also rolled out the
Horus database in the Biocentric platform. Through this experience, FMX forged excellent working
relationships with the Union, MSF-H, MSF-CH, as well as with the NHL and PHL. However, due to the
dichotomy that prevailed at the time between the iNGO sector and the public sector (NAP) in
Myanmar, FMX did not have experience working with the NAP prior to the LabMyNet project. From
2015 and until the launch of the LabMyNet project in June 2018, FMX had a light presence in-country,
with one country representative, and one lab technician working at the NHL Biocentric platform from
2017 onwards.
Fondation Mérieux started implementing the LabMyNet project in Myamar in June 2018, for an initial
duration of 36 months (until May 2021). The project’s main objective is to ensure that at least 80% of
the expected 182,082 PLHIV under treatment by 2020 have access to HIV RNA VLT by the end of the
project. The project primarily aims to boost the performance of HTP HIV VL platforms to increase the
HIV RNA VL coverage performed by high throughput (HTP) platforms i.e. the proportion of PLHIV under
ART who have access to at least one VL test per year. Indirectly, the project also aims to contribute to
the UNAIDS Initiative 3rd indicator by improving the proportion of PLHIV on treatment who have a
suppressed viral load. The project aims to achieve the following three interconnected specific
objectives and related expected results :
Specific Objective (SO) 1 : Maximize the HIV RNA VLT activties of both integrated and open viral load
platforms
Expected Result (ER) 1 : At least 150,000 HIV RNA VLT are realised per year on both open and
integrated platforms
SO2: Increase the demand of VLT in collaboration with prescribers and CBOs
ER2: Awareness of VLT is increased among prescribers and in the community, which leads to increased
VLT prescriptions
SO3: Build the NHL capacity to lead a national network of laboratories running HIV VLT
ER3: A network of laboratories led by NHL is set up and efficient
During the period covered by the mid-term evaluation, between June 2018 and June 2020, the
LabMyNet project faced the following challenges, which led to major delays in activity
implementation:
1) FMX needed an amendment of their existing MOU with the Government of Myanmar in order
to implement all planned project activities. FMX waited for the MOU amendment signature for
one whole year, which triggered significant delays in activity implementation. Between June
2018 and June 2019, the MOU amendment had not yet been approved by the Government.
FMX was able to recruit project staff, to set up an office, and to start some activities. However,
FMX was not authorised to organise official activities with all HTP platforms (e.g. capacity
assessments in HTP platforms not covered by the MOU, trainings, workshops, etc).
2) Between July 2019 and January 2020, the LabMyNet project officially started but start-up was
slow due to the government bureaucracy. For example, the first laboratory personnel
theoretical training and training of trainers - that was planned at the end of 2019 - was
potposned to the first quarter of 2020, and was cancelled thereafter due to the COVID-19
outbreak.
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3) From February 2020 onwards, the COVID-19 outbreak significantly affected all trainings plans
and international travel. More importantly, the country’s ability to perform routine HIV VL
testing was severely affected by the health crisis. HIV VL HTP platforms faced significant
challenges, in particular during the first few months of the crisis and beyond. Challenges
identified were the following16 :
o HIV VL HTP platforms suffered from COVID-related movement restrictions, which
significantly disrupted the sample collection and sample transportation system. Due to the
crisis, stable ART patients were given 6-monthly appointments instead of 3-monthly
appointments. Blood sample collection for HIV VL testing was less frequent than usual.
Sample transportation was also affected due to lockdown. As a result, the number of
samples drained to both HTP platforms and GNX sites was systematically below the
expected number, which led to a lower number of tests performed (see section 3.3.1 and
3.3.2).
o Three HTP platforms experienced a reduction in their activity due to limited working hours
for lab staff between April and May. The most drastic reduction was experienced by the
Biocentric platform at the NHL in Yangon, operated by FMX, which was used by the NHL to
perform COVID-19 testing during the week. HIV VL tests were carried out only one day per
week for an extended period of time.
o In addition, three HTP platforms experienced reagent stock outs due to supply chain being
disrupted by the crisis.
Other major operational challenges that were face by the project during implementation are the
following:
4) MSF-H decided to hand over its ART cohort to the public sector and stopped its activies in Yangon in
2017. Given the chronic shortage of laboratory personnel in Myanmar, the NHL was not in a position
to take over the Biocentric platform that it was hosting in Yangon, and which was previously managed
by MSH-H. As a result, FMX took over the Biocentric platform at the NHL in Yangon.
5) In 2018, the NAP and NHL decided to roll out the LabAccex database in all high throughput
platforms and GeneXpert sites and to discontinue the use of the Horus database in all three biocentric
databases. This was decided without prior consultation with FMX. The implications of this unexpected
development for the project are further developed in sections 3.3.5 and 3.3.6 in the report.

2. METHODOLOGY
One lead evaluator and one co-evaluator undertook this mid-term evaluation. The initial evaluation
methodology is set out in the Terms of Reference (see Annex 1) and was further elaborated by the
evaluators in the inception report (see Annex 2). Because the primary purpose is to inform the
implementation of the second half of the project (between 5 to 11 months), the evaluation was
conducted in the spirit of a collaborative brainstorming session in order to make the process more
informative and beneficial to the project management and coordination team. The evaluation
consisted of the following steps : planning, data collection, analysis, report writing and consultation.
Although these steps are largely taken in chronological order, it was an iterative process.
•
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Planning Phase : The planning phase consisted of an initial documentation review, reviewing the
ToRs, drafting the inception report, collecting documentation, developping the key stakeholder
interview plan, identifiying relevant individuals within organisations and securing support from
FMX to arrange the interviews. This phase also consisted of 3 briefings sessions : one between the
evaluators, the international Head of Project based in France and the LabMyNet project officer at
From Jan-June 2020 NAP Quarterly Data Review
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FMX in Lyon ; another one with the International Head of Project, the country office manager and
the Local Project manager ; and one last session with the entire LabMyNet team, during a weekly
LabMyNet team meeting.
•

Data Collection Phase: The data collection phase was held over 2 weeks and mainly consisted of :
(i) an in-depth review of documentation (desk review) ; (ii) a series of stakeholder consultations via
Zoom ; (iii) 3 work sessions with members of the project team and numerous email exchanges to
get further information and clarifications.
o

The in-depth review of documentation covered: background material on HIV VL ; a review of
the relevant litterature on VL in Myanmar ; key normative documents on HIV and VL in
Myanmar ; all relevant project documents, including reports and deliverables that were
available for review. A list of documentation reviewed is available in Annex 9.

o

A total of 26 Zoom interviews were conducted with a total of 37 key stakeholders, each
representing a key partner, stakeholder or beneficiary of the LabMyNet project. Below are the
organisations with whom key stakeholders’ interviews were organised:
! FMX stakeholders: LabMyNetproject team (in group and separately) and FMX hierarchy
at HQ
! Project donor: Expertise France/L’Initiative
! International implementation or technical partners involved in the VL scale-up: the
Union, MSF-CH, ICAP, Save the Children, CHAI
! Myanmar health authorities: representatives from the NAP and the NHL ;
! Laboratory personnel from HIV VL high throuput platforms: NHL/Biocentric,
PHL/Biocentric, PHL/Abbott, Magway/Abbott, Mingalardon Hospital/Abbott, MSF-CH
clinic in Dawei/Biocentric ;
! Community-based organisation: Myanmar Positive Group
! International donors: the Global Fund, US CDC, AFD.

o

It was not possible to interview the following stakeholders:
! ART center clinicians, although this was requested in the TORs.
! UNOPS
! NHL/Abbott
! PSI/Biomérieux
! Alliance/MAHAMATE
! Regional Global Health Advisor
! Representative from the French Embassy in Myanmar

o

In most cases, the Zoom interviews lasted one hour and were trilateral or group discussions,
involving the lead evaluator, the co-evaluator and one or more representatives from the
organisation interviewed. Short and tailored interview schedules with key questions were
developped ahead of each interview. For interviews with the Myanmar health authorities, key
questions were sent ahead of the interviews. A detailed Schedule of interviews, including the
list of people interviewed, is included in Annex 3. The screenshot below, drawn from the
interview with Dr Tin Tin Htay, NHL virologist, illustrates the circumstances of how interviews
were conducted.
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o

Each project team member and FMX hierachy in France were interviewed individually and
two 2-hour work sessions were scheduled, one with the Local project manager and one with
the Head of project. A large number of emails were exchanged wiht the team to gain an indepth understanding of the project.

•

Analysis Phase: The analysis phase very much overlapped with the data collection phase.
Information collected through interviews was triangulated as much as possible, either via
interviews with various stakeholders or via documentation and litterature review. Key themes
were identified and further explored when relevant.

•

Report writing and consultation: The temporary evaluation report was submitted to FMX/
LabMyNet team for review and comments. A 3.5-hour consultation meeting was organised on 10
February 2021 with the LabMyNet team in France and in Myanmar. The lead evaluator presented
the evaluation’s main findings and recommendations, which was followed by an open discussion
on the report with FMX/ LabMyNet team. The team felt the evaluation was severe at times, but
there was no major disagreement on the report content. As a result from this consultation, some
nuances were made in the report and contextual information was better emphasized, but no
major changes were made. Further to those discussions and modifications, the report was
finalised.

Key limitations:
•

Given the COVID-19 pandemic and currently travel restrictions, the mid-term evaluation was
carried out remotely, as per the ToRs in Annex 1. This undeniably affected the type and quality of
interactions with key stakeholders interviewed. Not being able to be in the same room as the
LabMyNet team and to facilitate in-person working sessions together was challenging. The lack of
site visits to the laboratories/ HTP platforms supported by the LabMyNet project made it all the
more challenging to gain an informed opinion of the project, and increased the reliance on
documentation review and on key stakeholders’ interviews.

•

The ambitious timeline set in the ToRs was challenging - all phases (planning, data collection and
analysis, report writing and consultation) were intense with little to no time to pause and ‘digest’.
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For example, the evaluators produced an inception report a week after starting the desk review
and planning phase, but there was no time to discuss it between evaluators and FMX. There was
no ‘digestion’ time between the end of data collection/analysis and the start of report writing.
Similarly, the lack of time between temporary report submission and consultation with FMX (2
working days) may limit their ability to ‘digest’ and familiarise themselves with the report and
provide constructive feedback for final report finalisation and submission.
•

The combination of distance and tight timeline made it challenging to organise a fully participatory
evaluation.

•

A few stakeholders were not interviewed due to time constraints or availability issues. On other
occasions, in some cases, the representative(s) interviewed may not have been the most
knowledgable about the LabMyNet project in a given organisation, due to staff turn over (the most
relevant person(s) may have left the organisation) or to staff unavailability. However, given the
tight timeline and time zone constraints, the number of stakeholders who were interviewed as
part of the evaluation is satisfactory, thanks to the support of the FMX office in Myanmar.

•

There were some minor connection/bandwidth issues, along with some language barriers, but
those were not as important as anticipated.

3. EVALUATION CRITERIA ANALYSIS
3.1 Relevance
•

Overall, in a context of ambitious viral load scale-up, the LabMyNet project main aim is highly
relevant. Project implementation started at a critical time, when the country switched from
targeted to routine HIV viral load monitoring and when the NSP III planned to dramatically
increase the number of PLHIV receiving a viral load test from 36,000 in 2017 to 177,069 in 2020.17

•

The three interrelated specific objectives of the project are also highly relevant:
o In a context where 8 high throughput platforms were up and running, providing support to
maximise their performance in producing high volumes of viral load tests was a priority.
o A significant increase in the availability of HIV viral load testing (the « supply » side) needs to
come hand-in-hand with an increase in the prescription of viral load test (the « demand » side)
and an improvement in the communication and use of the results. A viral test is only useful if it
enables an improvement in PLHIV care, it is not a goal in itself. Previous viral load projects, such
as the OPP-ERA project, have shown that the « demand » for VL tests often remains
insufficient, as well as the correct and timely use of results. Low knowledge and uptake of viral
load testing among PLHIV is also often a challenge when scaling up VL, and working with PLHIV
communities can help boost VL demand.
o Strengthening the NHL leadership and its capacity to play an increased role as the national
reference laboratory and national training center also appears highly relevant in the Myanmar
context, where the NHL has not historically played a regulatory or governance role in the
laboratory sector.

•

The partnership strategy to achieve the objectives and results was suitable for objective 1 and 3,
but it was not optimal to achieve objective 2, around creating demand for viral load tests. In
particular, it would have been more relevant to delegate the work with PLHIV communities and
community-based organisations (CBOs) (both design and implementation) to an organisation with

17

NSPIII, page 127
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strong experience of working with PLHIV CBOs and communities in Myanmar. However, the late
inclusion of this component during grant negotiations, upon request from L’Initiative Selection
Committee in November/December 2017, as well as the lack of additional budget for this
component severely reduced the opportunity to design and deliver a strong demand creation
component with communities.
•

Given the fragmented and complex viral load context and history in Myanmar, it was relevant to
implement a project working with all HTP platforms, both open and polyvalent Biocentric
platforms and integrated Abbott and Biomérieux platforms, in a bid to bring them together in one
unified network of laboratories performing viral load testing. However, the scope of the project,
which does not include GNX sites, is limited. See Coherence section 3.2.1 below.

•

The project responds adequately to some of the needs and expectations of the NHL and the HIV VL
HTP platforms. The human resources capacity building component, including theoretical training
sessions and ongoing coaching and training of trainers, is of particular interest to the NHL and
laboratory personnel. However, successive challenges and implementation delays, outlined in
section 1.3, have hindered implementation so far and may affect final delivery. The project is also
well appreciated because it provides significant support to laboratories with regards to the
procurement of equipement/small equipment/laboratory consumables, which allow laboratories
performing HIV VL to better perform on a daily basis.

•

The project also plays a key role in enabling the NAP to access better VL data, to make evidencebased decisions and to take corrective action where and when needed. This is a key enabling
factor for the viral load scale-up. While such an extensive M&E support to the NAP was not
originally planned, the NAP assigned the M&E component of the viral load data plan to FMX/
LabMyNet. As part of the HIV VL quarterly data review exercises, LabMyNet provides significant
data analysis on key VL data such as the number of samples sent by ART sites to high throughput
platforms, comparing them the targets to identify ART sites which are not perfoming as planned.
LabMyNet also plays a key role in monitoring HTP platform monthly performance as well as the
HIV VL coverage and HIV VL suppression rate.

•

While the LabMyNet project is primarily focused on the quantitative aspect of HTP platforms
performance, in a possible future iteration, a stronger focus on supporting the qualitative aspects
of viral load would be relevant, such as monitoring and supporting better performance on turn
around times.

•

Due to the lack of NAP involvement at project design stage, described in the Coherence section
below, to successive challenges and delays, described in section 1.3 above, there is some
discrepancy between the way the project was initially designed and the way it is being delivered
on the ground to maximise its relevance in a rapidly evolving context. It would have been relevant
and necessary to reprogramme activities after MOU signature to adjust activities’ calendar and
budget to the reality on the ground. Such a reprogramming exercise is now a priority (see
recommendations).

3.2 Coherence
3.2.1 Coherence with national priorities (alignment)
Overall, project alignment with national priorities is good but could be improved in a possible future
iteration.
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•

The NAP is appreciative of the work FMX does through the LabMyNet project and considers that
overall the project is well aligned on national priorities.

•

The LabMyNet project supports one aspect of the Government’s two-pronged VL scale-up
strategy: it focuses on supporting HIV RNA viral load testing performed by high throughput (HTP)
platforms, and deliberately excludes the Government’s point-of-care (POC) HIV RNA viral load
testing through GeneXpert machines. This is a weakness for optimal project alignment with
national priorities, which is all the more visible than there was a rapid roll out of GNX machines
throughout the country between 2018 and 2020. In a potential future iteration of the LabMyNet
project, FMX should consider broadening its scope to include support to the network of GNX, with
close collaboration with key stakeholders already involved in rolling out and supporting the POC
network (NAP, CDC, Global Fund, UNOPS).

•

While FMX was initially known and recognised as a VL stakeholder by INGOs working on HIV care
and treatment, and by the NHL, FMX was not immediately recognised as a key player by the NAP.
It took time and efforts from the LabMyNet team to build the relationship and trust with the NAP
and to be recognised as a key stakedholder in the viral load landscape. At mid-term, LabMyNet
/FMX has succeeded in establishing itself as an important stakeholder in the VL landscape. FMX/
LabMyNet takes part in all NAP VL-related activties and meetings, such as annual forecasting
exercises and drainage plan developpement. This is where targets are set and where a decision is
made on which ART centers drain blood samples to each HTP platform and GNX sites. This
provides FMX/ LabMyNet with a (limited) window of opportunity to influence target setting and
drainage plan decisions to boost HTP platforms performance, in particular for Biocentric platforms.

•

There were some gaps at project design stage, such as the lack of involvement of the NAP in the
design of LabMyNet activities. This has led to a situation where planned activities were not
implemented because other stakeholders, including the NAP, were already leading on similar
initiatives. This is particularly the case when looking at the rollout of the LIMS/LabAccex database instead of the Horus database roll-out (see 3.2.2 below) – which was commissioned by the NAP
and the NHL. This is also true for activities around gathering all VL stakehodlers and increasing HIV
VL awareness (activities 2.3 HIV VLT workshops on sites with key stakeholders: CBOs, patient
associations, clinicians, prescribers, lab technicians, NAP, NHL and 3.4 Organise annual national
workshops on HIV RNA VLT). As described in 1.2.4, ‘demand creation‘ workshops, organised at
regional and state level by the NAP and the NHL, were planned and implemented as part of the
viral load scale-up between 2019 and 2020, with support from ICAP.

•

However, there are significant and ongoing coordination efforts from the LabMyNet team to avoid
duplication, particularly through attendance of HIV VL working group meetings and regular
meeting with various stakeholders.

3.2.2 Coherence with other programmes
Based on interviews with a number of key international VL stakeholders, project coherence with other
programmes is good.
•

As mentionned above, the viral load landscape in Myanmar is complex with a large number of
national and international stakeholders involved in supporting the national HIV VL scale-up efforts.
Despite the rapidly evolving context, the LabMyNet project has made considerable efforts to
coordinate with international stakeholders supporting the NAP and the NHL. The first year of the
project (June 2018 to June 2019) was pivotal in providing the Head of Project and the Local project
manager with a more in-depth understanding of the viral load landscape and specific roles and
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responsibilities of the various stakeholders, and where/how the project fitted in the overal
context, and the synergies to be created. This first year was also important for key stakeholders to
become more familiar with FMX and the LabMyNet project.
•

Through the LabMyNet project, a number of synergies were created with the work ICAP does in
Myanmar, in particular around VL data monitoring support to the NAP. While LabMyNet focuses
on performance indicators related to HTP paltforms, and on ART centers draining their samples to
HTP platforms, ICAP is able to complement this analysis by including GNX sites.

•

By June 2020, following NAP and NHL decision to roll-out Lab Accex as the harmonised laboratory
information management system for VL activities in Myanmar, all HTP platforms and most GNX
sites were using the LabAccex database. Consequently, the use of the Horus database was
discontinued in the 3 Biocentric platforms. LabMyNet and CHAI collaborated to ensure historical
HIV VL datasets from the 3 Biocentric platforms, stored in the Horus database, was smoothly
transferred to the NAP and CHAI. While this unexpected development strongly affected the
LabMyNet project, by hindering its ability to easily access key HIV VL data and to monitor a
number of VL indicators, it is important to note that the roll-out of this harmonised laboratory
database is a positive development for the HIV response in Myanmar. In a fragmented context,
and with an ambitious plan to scale-up routine HIV VL monitoring, such a harmonised roll-out was
indispensable. Most laboratory personnel and national and international stakeholders that used
the LabAccex database and that were interviewed as part of the evaluation thought this was a
positive development, despite some teething issues at the beginning, especially when
transitionning from Horus to LabAccex database.

•

Complementarity with the Global Fund: The project appears quite complementary to the Global
Fund. In the Mapping of key stakeholders involved in supporting HIV VL platforms in Annex 6, it is
clear that there is no duplication between LabMyNet and the work the Global Fund does with HTP
platforms, through UNOPS and STC. Through the HIV VL working group, the project coordinates
with all GFTAM-related stakeholders, such as the PRs (UNOPS, STC), key SRs (NAP, Union, MSF-CH,
MSF-H before it stopped working, etc). The LabMyNet project is not involved in procuring HIV VL
reagents, which are primarily funded through the Global Fund, the MoHS and iNGOs such as Union
and MSF-CH. The LabMyNet project provides necessary laboratory equipment that was not
budgeted in GFTAM budget. While FMX was not included in the 2017 funding request
development process, FMX/ LabMyNet took part in the 2020 forecasting exercise organised as part
of the the Global Fund funding request for the 2021-2023 grant cycle. However, there is scope for
better and more direct communication about the LabMyNet project with the Myanmar country
team at the Global Fund. This would be an opportunity for FMX/ LabMyNet to discuss key issues
relating to VL scale-up and to get a broader perspective on the VL and laboratory situation incountry. There is an appetite from the Myanmar country team for such strengthened relationships
with FMX/ LabMyNet.

3.3 Effectiveness
3.3.1 Progress against main objective: improving HIV viral load coverage and virological suppression
rate
•

The project primarily aims to increase the HIV RNA VL coverage performed by high throughput
(HTP) platforms i.e. the proportion of PLHIV under ART who have access to at least one VL test per
year via a HTP platform. Indirectly, the project also plans to contribute to the UNAIDS Initiative
third 90 indicator by improving the proportion of PLHIV on treatment who have a suppressed viral
load.
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•

The results presented by the LabMyNet project are the country’s viral load results. Such results
were achieved thanks to strong political will and leadership from the NAP, and significant
collaboration and support of many international partners with improved coordination
mechanisms. While the LabMyNet project implementation has undoubtedly contributed to
achieving those results, in particular around specific objective 1, it is not possible to quantify
LabMyNet contribution.

•

During the course of the project, overall HIV RNA VLT coverage has increased significantly in
Myanmar, from 27% in 2017 (Baseline figure), to 62% in 2019 and 57% in 202018,19. 2020 data
covers January to December 2020. This rapid increase in overall coverage is due to
following factors:
o A rapid roll-out and scale-up of the NAP HIV RNA VL point-of-care strategy, through 15 to 25
GeneXpert sites spread across the country from 2018 onwards. HIV RNA VL coverage through
GeneXpert was 5% in 2018, 6% in 2019 and 14% in 2020. According to the NAP plan, this pointof-care strategy is to be further scaled-up in the years to come, with a target of 35% of HIV RNA
VL coverage by GNX machines in 2021.20
o A significant increase in activities among high throughput platforms, which have achieved a VL
coverage of 46% in 2019 and 43% in 2020, against 25% in 2017. This is the focus of the
LabMyNet project.

While the HIV RNA VL coverage through HTP platform in 2019 (46%) and 2020 (43%) is quite far from
the 80% coverage targeted by the project by 2021, it is important to note that the proportion of HIV VL
coverage achieved by HTP platform is automatically related to the proportion of coverage achieved by
GNX. The project only focuses on contributing to increasing VL coverage through HTP platforms. When
the 80% target was set by the LabMyNet project in 2017, there was no visibility over the POC strategy
led by the NAP (number of GNX machines, locations, and drainage plans), and no clarity on how this
would affect HTP platform contribution to the overall VL performance.
Viral load suppression rate: Viral load suppression in Myanmar is defined in section 1.2.2. Myanmar
aims to achieve the 90% UNAIDS target by 2020 and 95% target by 2025. In Myanmar, the viral
suppression rate is the number of PLHIV under ART with suppressed viral load compared to the total
number of PLHIV on ART who received a VL test. The table below, drawn from the draft 2021-2025
Viral load implementation plan, shows that the VL suppression rate has improved from 88% in 2017 to
94% in 2020. Out of the PLHIV on ART who received a VL test, 94% had a supressed viral load. This rate
would be lower if the number of PLHIV with suppressed viral load was compared with the total
number of PLHIV on ART, as opposed to those tested.

18
The decrease in HIV VL coverage in 2020 is directly related to the COVID-19 crisis which has severely affected routine HIV VL activities
(see section 1.3)
19 Due to the lack of unique identifier code, the HIV VL coverage rate was calculated by taking the overall number of viral load tests
performed, over the total number of PLHIV on ART. The assumption here is that 1 VL test = 1 PLHIV receiving a test. This is a proxy and
imperfect calculation, since it does not take into account the controls necessary for the validation of patient viral load testing, the number of
retests (about 15% of restest for an open platform according to OPP-ERA operational guide) and the number of PLHIV with virological
failure who get more than one viral load test in a given year.
20
NAP data provided by FMX office in Myanmar
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3.3.2 Progress against result 1 from Specific objective 1
SO1 : Maximize the HIV RNA VLT activities of both integrated and open viral load platforms
ER1 : At least 150,000 HIV RNA VLT are realised per year on both open and integrated platforms
Indicators : Number of viral loads carried out per year ; Number of PLHIV registered in patient
databases for HIV VL testing ; Virological success : % of PLHIV with supressed viral load per platform
and per year
According to the first specific objective, the project aims to maximise VLT activities on HTP platforms
to ensure that at least 150,000 VL tests are performed on HPT platforms by the end of the project. Due
to miscalculations, the target is set at 157,000 VL tests in the Logical Framework. However, this 2021
target was reduced to 145,008 VL tests shortly after project start, upon request from the NAP, who
deemed the inital overall target too high. In the absence of a consolidated table monitoring progress
against project indicators, a summary of the progress against project result indicators was produced by
the lead evaluator and is provided in Annex 4. It is not a final document and can be used/improved by
the LabMyNet team.
•

•

•
•

Overall progress on this result was excellent in 2018 and 2019, with 107,5% target achievement in
2018 (66,418 VL tests performed vs 61,776 targeted) and 110% target achievement in 2019
(84,066 VL tests performed vs 76,320 targeted).
In 2020, 35,324 VL tests were performed between January and June 2020, and 82,787 VL tests
during the whole year, against 113,616 targeted. This represents a target achievement of 72%.
This decrease in the number of HIV VL tests performed in 2020 is directly related to the COVID-19
crisis, which has severely affected HIV VL activities (see section 1.3).
The VL results outlined above are a collective achievement. It is not possible to quantify the
contribution of the LabMyNet project towards the achievement of this result.
Overall progress and target achievement hide significant disparities in platform monthly
performance, as well as significant variances month-by-month in a given platform. The diagram
below, produced by LabMyNet on a monthly basis provides a quick overview of those disparities:
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Diagram 1 : Number of HIV VL tests performed per month per HTP platform in Myanmar, between
June 2019 and June 2020.

Performance disparities between platforms can be mainly explained by the following variables:
• Platform capacity: the number of trained human resources (HR), equipment capacity,
infrastructure, availability of consumables inluding reagents, lab workflow, etc
• The HIV VL drainage plan - or HIV VL networking plan: this is the HIV VL sample flow plan for
States/Regions, to map out which ART facilities’ VL samples go to which VL testing laboratories,
both HTP platforms and GNX sites. This plan essentially determines how many samples a HTP
platform is likely to receive for testing each month. According to the Viral Load implementation
plan (2021-2025), this plan was initially developed by the HIV VL Working Group in 2017 and
available for all States and Regions. The plan was developed based on the location of VL testing
facilities and their capacities in relation to the location of ART facilities and case load in the
catchment area. The feasibility of sample transportation and result return, supply planning and
contributions of partners were also considered. This plan is updated on an annual basis under NAP
leadership and in collaboration with the NHL and HIV VL working group members.
Monthly performance variations among a single platform can be mainly explained by the following
variables:
• The number of samples drained to this site each month. This in turn is affected by the
effectiveness of the sample transportation system.
• HR capacity (number of working days, working hours, etc)
• Availability of reagents
• Equipment maintenance
Progress on SO1 activities
An analysis of LabMyNet activities implementation under this specific objective provides important
insights into HOW the project was able to support HTP platforms and to boost their HIV VL activities.
To get a detailed overview of activities that were planned versus activities that were implemented at
mid-term, a table showing progress on LabMyNet activity implentation was created by the lead
evaluator in Annex 5.
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LabMyNet /FMX is not the only stakeholder involved in supporting HTP platforms in Myanmar. The
Mapping of key stakeholders involved in supporting HIV VL platforms in Annex 6 was also produced by
the lead evaluator to get a more thorough understanding of how each stakeholder supports HTP
platforms and the VL scale-up. Between June 2018 and June 2020, the project supported the HTP
platforms though the following activities :
•

The evaluators were able to see the initial capacity assessments of 7 HTP platforms, carried out
between August 2018 and September 2019 by LabMyNet but also by CDC and NRL, mostly using
the viral load and early infant diagnosis (EID) scorecard21 and a questionnaire developped by US
CDC. The evaluators did not see the questionnaire. LabMyNet mainly focused on infrastructure,
equipment, and HR. In addition to those assessments, skills and training needs from laboratory
personnel were assessed on-the-job during site visits by the International Head of project, who is
also a virology expert. However, those assessments were not documented.

•

The documentation that was made available during the evaluation did not allow evaluators to
systematically and easily assess how each HTP capacity assessments were translated into a
LabMyNet action plan, and then how such an action plan was translated into HTP capacity
strengthening or support interventions.

•

FMX/ LabMyNet does not currently systematically track the process it goes through to boost the
capacity of each platform in terms of 1. Infrastructure improvements, 2. Provision of equipment,
small equipment, laboratory consumables, and 3. Human resources capacity building; 4. Any other
support provided to remove obstacles and to maximise VL performance. The LabMyNet project
M&E system is essentially built to monitor the number of VL tests performed by HTP platforms
(see section 3.3.5), not around monitoring the process of supporting HTP and strengthening their
capacity. It was therefore not possible to systematically assert the following logical results chain of
HTP platform capacity building process.

HTP-level need, gap or obstacle hindering HIV VL performance => LabMyNet action => Challenge
resolved => HTP HIV VL performance boosted

•

The links between capacity assessments and the content of the planned trainings are not explicit
either.

Reports and interviews conducted as part of the evaluation allowed the evaluators to get some useful
insights into the type of support that was provided to HTP by LabMyNet between June 2018 and June
2020. Here are some findings from the evaluation around the main three areas were LabMyNet was
set to support HTP:
Provision of laboratory equipment, small equipment and laboratory consumables
•

LabMyNet supported laboratories performing viral load through the provision laboratory
equipment, small equipment and laboratory consumables (excluding reagents): A large number
of laboratory equipment, small equipement and consumables was provided by LabMyNet to some

21
The VL score card is a comprehensive lab assessment tool covering areas for running a laboratory. Areas assessed are as follows :
Human resources capacity, including number of staff per position, level of training ; infrastructure ; safety and waste management ;
procurement and inventory ; sample management ; lab efficiency ; available equipement for VL testing ; process control ; M&E documents
and records, such as results reporting and data management ; internal quality assurance and control processes.
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•

•

HTP between 2018 and 2020. This is not funded through Expertise France funding, but is cofunded
through FMX own private funds. In interviews with laboratory personnel working on VL testing in a
high throughput platform, this support came across as a strong added-value of the project. Beyond
the initial capacity assessments, ad hoc equipment needs were assessed by LabMyNet on an ad
hoc basis or communicated to LabMyNet, through interactions with laboratories themselves or
with key stakeholders supporting HTP, in particular the NAP, the NHL, UNOPS and INGOs running
VL platforms (Union, MSF CH).
The equipment procured by LabMyNet was particularly significant for the two most recent Abbott
platforms, in Magway and in Mingalardon hospital in Yangon, and for the two Biocentric platforms
at NHL and PHL. Depending on their needs, the equipment and small equipment procured by the
LabMyNet project enabled HTPs that were supported to do the following: to get the necessary
equipment to increase platforms capacity and scale up the number of VL tests performed each
month (e.g. thermocyler/PCR machine and Arrow extractors for NHL and PHL Biocentric HTP); to
secure a stable and uninterrupted power supply (e.g. online UPS); to have access to an essential
electrical back up (e.g. generator); to improve their cold chain management and storage capacity
for reagents (freezers), storage capacity for lab consumables (e.g. cupboards), and sample storage
capacity. In particular, the Abbott platform in Magway needed a lot of additional equipment in
order to be able to function. Further to the request from NAP, NHL and UNOPS, LabMyNet
procured the equipments needed to allow the platfom to continue running VL test. This
equipment had not been planned in the GF budget managed by UNOPS.
The NHL Abbott Platfom and PSI/Biomérieux platform received some support with laboratory
consumables but no significant equipment support.

Support for Human Resources capacity buildling
•

Technical capacity: Most Biocentric platform personnel have received technical training by FMX
between 2012 and 2018, prior to LabMyNet implementation. During the interviews with laboratoy
personnel, they all felt that the trainings had been useful and had had an impact on their practice.
Abbott and Biomérieux provide initial technical training, including on-the-job training, and yearly
refreshers to lab staff in Abbott and Biomérieux platforms. All lab staff on Biocentric platforms had
received technical trainings and refreshers in the years prior to LabMyNet. Based on available
capacity assessments, on interviews and on a review of the invalid/error rate for each HTP22, it
appears that overall technical capacity (i.e. capacity to use relevant equipment to perform viral
load testing) in the 8 HTP platforms is good, although lab personnel retention and turn over in the
public sector is an ongoing challenge in Myanmar. This means that laboratory personnel (lab
technicians, medical technologists, microbiologists, etc) who perform viral load tests are well
trained, have the capacity to perform VL load tests and to produce valid results.

•

LabMyNet planned to train a cadre of 16 to 24 trainers, to strengthen the theoretical knowledge
(i.e. virology knowledge, clinical side of VL, etc) of the laboratory personnel (mainly lab
technicians and medical technologists) working in the 8 HTP and to reduce the reliance on
international trainers and increase sustainability. By mid-june 2020, four (4) bi-annual trainings
combined - with regular on-site supportive supervision and on-going coaching - were supposed to
have taken place. However, due to successive challenges described in section 1.3, as of January
2021, this important part of the LabMyNet project has not yet taken place. Only one (virtual)
training will likely take place before the end of the project, instead of 6 in-person trainings planned
initially. Supportive supervision visits have not taken place either. Apart from initial capacity
assessemnt visits, no follow-up visits have taken place to HTP platforms by LabMyNet.

22
The Quarterly Data Review jan-June 2020 indicate an Invalid/error rate between 0% and 0.6% on the 8 platforms, with a mean rate at
0,15%
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•

Training modules for this theoretical training have yet to be developped. A draft agenda has been
developped in collaboration with the NHL but it is not yet finalised.

•

In light of this, it is highly unlikely that the project will achieve training 16 to 24 trainers by the end
of LabMyNet in 2021, since training trainers requires more than a one-shot training. This is a
significant setback for the project added value and sustainability. To mitigate this, once the
theoretical training content is finalised and facilitators identified, one important opportunity
before the end of the project will be to create e-learning modules. See recommendations in
section 4.2.1.

•

Some ad hoc training took place during the project period, although evaluators did not have access
to any training documentation : the International Head of Project provided a 1.5-day training for
HIV VL OPP in PHL Mandalay (especially to the staff in Union), one medical technologist from NHL
and one Union medical technologist assigned in NHL for Abbott and OPP joined the training in
Mandalay.

•

FMX/LabMyNet dedicated support to NHL Biocentric platform: FMX history around setting up and
supporting the 3 Biocentric platforms in Myanmar is described in section 1.2.2. In 2017/2018,
when MSF Holland handed over its ART cohort to the NAP and consequently stopped running the
Biocentric platform at the NHL, the NHL did not have sufficient HR capacity to staff the Biocentric
platform. As a result, prior to the start of LabMyNet in 2018, FMX took over the Biocentric
platform and hired one lab technician, on its own funds, to continue running VL tests for four
Integrated HIV Care (IHC) centers of Union/NAP. In 2019, in order to scale-up the number of VL
tests performed by the Biocentric platform in yagon, LabMyNet recruited another lab technician at
NHL Biocentric. HTP. Although this was not originally planned in the project, FMX/LabMyNet has
been directly involved in performing VL tests. Lab staff hired by FMX benefitted from capacity
building opportunities, such as training from the International Head of Project (only one was
trained during the project), and participation to the Hepatitis conference in Laos in september
2018.

In the interviews with the technical partners and with the laboratories, it became clear that the
situation around the Laboratory training component is fragmented in Myanmar. There are a number of
stakeholders (CDC, NRL, Abbot, Biomérieux, FMX/LabMyNet, NHL) involved in providing various types
of trainings (on-the-job, technical, theoretical) covering different areas and different VL platforms (e.g.
Abbott platforms and Biocentric platforms are not necessarily supported by the same stakeholders),
according to different calendars. In addition, there is a general lack of coordination, which makes it
challenging to get a clear picture of the situation. The table in annex 6 is an attempt to get some
clarity. The evaluators were not able to establish whether a master training curriculum for laboratory
personnel exists in Myanmar. There is a need for better coordination among key stakeholders.
Supporting the standardisation of HTP Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs)
Between June 2018 and June 2020, LabMyNet assessed the situation, in particular with regards to
SOPs for Abbot platforms and to better understand the needs and stakeholders involved in the
process. Actual work on HTP SOPs started after June 2020. As of January 2021, the work on
harmonising Abbott SOPs was well underway, under the leadership of the NHL and with support from
LabMyNet.
3.3.4 Progress against result 2 from Specific objective 2
SO2: Increase the demand of VLT in collaboration with prescribers and CBOs
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ER2: Awareness of VLT is increased among prescribers and in the community, which leads to increased
VLT prescriptions
Indicator: Number of new PLHIV registered for VL testing per year
•

Due to a strong political commitment to scaling-up both ART and routine viral load monitoring, to
a strong leadership from the NAP, and to a substantial and effective support from INGOs and
technical partners, the demand for viral load has increased significantly between 2017 and 2020,
sufficiently to exceed the VL targets in 2018 and 2019. This increase in the number of VL tests
performed is necessarily related to an increase in the demand for VL tests, and was made possible
by the rapid ART scale-up, from 136,505 PLHIV on ART treatment in 2017 (baseline) to 191,610 as
of June 2020. According to the NAP the proportion of PLHIV on treatment has increased from 66%
in 2017 to 82% in 2020. 23

•

However, as part of this mid-term evaluation, it has not been possible to link LabMyNet project
activities to the increase in VL demand. Between June 2018 and June 2020, there has been little to
no progress on this specific objective, which was supposed to focus on mapping CBOs involving in
supporting PLHIV on treatment, assessing their needs – including training needs - around viral
load, and organising demand creation meetings and workshops convening all VL stakeholders:
NAP, NHL, CBOs, clinicians, VL prescribers and laboratory personnel.

•

Work with ART clinicians who prescribe VL testing: the LabMyNet project does not work directly
with ART clinicians who prescribe VL testing in ART centers. In public ART centers, including Unionsupported Integrated HIV Care Centers, the NAP is leading on building capacity around viral load
among health professionals, with support from ICAP in the five high burden regions and states.
Regional and State-level HIV VL scale-up workshops are being organised by the NAP and NHL, with
support from ICAP, to strengthen the routine monitoring of HIV viral load and management among
healthcare workers, in particular ART clinicians. These workshops include messages/support
around implementing the Clinical guidelines for ART, which includes routine viral load monitoring,
VL result interpretation and use. In private ART centers run by iNGOs (PSI, MSF-CH), those iNGOs
provide training for the ART clinicians in those centers, in collaboration with the NAP.

•

Therefore, the demand creation workshops planned by the LabMyNet project did not take place
because this would have been a duplication of the work done by the NAP, the NHL and ICAP.
However, in January 2020, FMX supported the NAP to organise the HIV VL scale-up workshop in
Mandalay, in collaboration with ICAP. In addition to the above-mentioned objectives, this 2-day
workshop led by the NAP and co-organised by LabMyNet/FMX and ICAP was the occasion to build
the capacity of field staff on specimen handling of HIV RNA Viral Load using Dried Blood Spots
(DBS). While a couple of representatives from PLHIV associations were invited to the workshop,
this workshop essentially aimed to build the VL capacity of health professionals in ART centers. The
Myanmar Positive Group confirmed that the content of this workshop was ‘medical’ and not
tailored to build communities’ capacity on HIV VL.

•

Work with communities: Upon request from L’Initiative Selection Committee in November
/December 2017, FMX strengthened the demand creation objective and integrated the
component around working with communities. The project aimed to assess and strengthen CBO
capacity on viral load, so that they can in turn strengthen PLHIV understanding of the importance
and the meaning of viral load monitoring. When the project started in June 2018, the International
Head of Project and the FMX Country Representative in Myanmar met with a number of NGOs and
CBOs involved in PLHIV care and support, to discuss broadly the VL situation at community-level.

23

Progress of the HIV Response in Myanmar, Dr Htun Nyunt Oo, Director of the National NAIDS Programme, DoPH, PoHS
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However, these initial meetings were not followed up with CBOs, and capacity was not assessed
nor strengthened.
•

The interview with MPG revealed that there is an existing community-based PLHIV care and
support structure in place in Myanmar, through MPG as well as through other community-based
stakeholders such as Alliance/MAHAMATE, Pyi Gyi Khin, etc. Such stakeholders are sub-recipients
of the Global Fund grant. There is an established network of peers supporters and peer volunteers
who are well known by PLHIV communities, established self-help groups for PLHIV across the
country, etc. This existing ‘architecture’ can be easily harnessed for raising VL awareness. MPG
confirmed that there is still a need for increased capacity at CBO and PLHIV level around viral load,
which is still a relatively recent concept for PLHIV. According to MPG, funding for dedicated VL
awareness-raising sessions among PLHIV is not currently included in the Global Fund programme.
MPG also mentioned that training CBO trainers on HIV VL was a need as well as and printing more
of the existing IEC material on HIV viral load for PLHIV communities. In the five high burden regions
and states, ICAP started running the U=U social media campaign and messaging (Undetectable =
Untransmissible) from July 2020 onwards. As part of this campaign, ICAP has included U=U
message in Peer Supporter training curriculum and also provides support for those trainings.
However, this work is not taking place to the same extent in the remaining 10 states and regions.

•

Although the evaluators were not able to talk to other community stakeholders in Myanmar,
based on the interview with MPG, there seem to be an opportunity for LabMyNet to work with the
community SRs of the Global Fund, the NAP and ICAP to identify current gaps around VL
awareness raising, and to identifiy « quick wins » to support their work on demand creation,
especially in the areas where ICAP is not active. See recommendation is section 4.2.1.

3.3.5 Progress against result 3 from Specific objective 3
SO3: Build the NHL capacity to lead a national network of laboratories running HIV VLT
ER3: A network of laboratories led by NHL is set up and efficient
Indicators: Number of HIV RNA VLT platforms registered to 2 distinct External Quality Programs ;
Number of technical trainings sessions held at National Health Laboratory ; Number of
Medical/laboratory technicians trained each year at NHL for HIV VLT ; HIV drug resistance is
implemented at NHL ; The NHL plays an increasing leadership role in following up on the deliverable,
edit action plan and recommandations, at least once a year after the national workshop on HIV VLT.
•

Increasing NHL leadership and capacity is an important objective of the LabMyNet project. It is also
one that is difficult to monitor and measure. The LogFrame indicators capture only very partially
what an increased leadership from the NHL mean and what an efficient network of laboratories
should look like and how it can be measured. A Theory of Change exercise would be a much better
suited planning tool to identify 1. A joint vision: where the NHL should be on the leadership scale
(both in terms of political and technical leadership) in an ideal world ; 2. Pathways to achieve
changes ; 3. Key enablers.

•

Due to the lack of theory of change around this objective and its related expected result, it is
difficult to assess to what extent and how activities implemented under this specific objective
contribute to strengthening NHL leadership.

•

Overall, through interviews with key stakholders, there is a sense that the NHL leadership has been
growing on issues relating to viral load and that the NHL is better established as a co-leader of the
HIV VL scale-up in Myanmar. Several key stakeholders interviewed have mentionned that
collaboration between the NAP and the NHL has improved over the past few years, which can be
interpreted as a sign of increased political leadership from the NHL. NHL technical leadership
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capacity has also grown, notably throught the External Quality Assurance schemes described
below.
•

However, as mentionned in the section 3.3.2 above, the trainings that were to be organised both
at the NHL and under NHL leadership have not taken place, which is a setback for strengthening
the technical leadership of the NHL and positionning it as a leader of the laboratories performing
HIV VL testing.

•

HIV Viral Load External Quality Assurance Scheme (EQAS): With support from the LabMyNet
project, the NHL has played a key role in supporting registration and participation in HIV Viral Load
and Early Infant Diagnosis (EID) External Quality Assurance Schemes (EQAS). This is a key step for
the HIV VL quality assurance process in Myanmar, as well as for the NHL leadership:
o The NHL played a key role in enrolling all HIV viral load HTP platforms in the US CDC Viral Load
and EID EQAS, which is free of charge.
o In 2020, LabMyNet played a key role in supporting Biocentric platforms registration to NRL VL
and EID EQAS, through providing both technical support during the enrolment process and
financial support.
o The NHL provided registration support for the Abbott platforms registration to the NRL EQAS,
while PSI supported the Biomérieux platform registration.
o The NHL centralises all the EQAS samples from both CDC and NRL EQAS, and is responsible for
distributing them to all relevant platforms. This boosts NHL leadership around quality
assurance. The NHL also plays an important role in submitting results for the NHL and Dawei
Biocentric platforms.
o FMX/LabMyNet should ensure that all CDC and NRL EQAS reports are sent to the NHL, in
addition to the relevant HIV VL platforms, to enable the NHL to discuss any potential issue
with relevant laboratory personnel and to decide on corrective action. LabMyNet can play an
important role in supporting the NHL around report review and corrective measures.

Roll-out of a harmonised laboratory database:
•

In its original design, LabMyNet aimed to enable the NHL to centralise HIV VL data through the set
up and roll out of the Horus database. This was a key milestone on the road to strengthening NHL
capacity and leadership. While data was initially going to be analysed by a dedicated
FMX/LabMyNet data manager, there was a plan to gradually hand over this responsibility to the
NHL and to build its capacity to monitor national HIV VL performance on a monthly basis and to
produce regular reports to the NAP.

•

However, as described in section 1.2.5, a similar process was already underway at NAP and NHL
level, with support from CHAI. By June 2020, all HTP platforms and most GNX sites were using the
LabAccex database, developped by CHAI. As a result, the use of the Horus database was
discontinued in the Biocentric platforms in 2018/2019. While this unexpected development
strongly affected the LabMyNet project, and hindered its ability to easily access key HIV VL data
and to monitor a number of VL indicators, it is important to note that the roll-out of this
harmonised laboratory database, LAbAccex, is a positive development for the HIV response in
Myanmar. Overall, laboratory personnel who were interviewed as part of the evaluation had
positive feedback on LabAccex, despite some teething issues at Biocentric platform level during
the transition between Horus and LabAccex.

•

LabMyNet/FMW collaborated with CHAI and NAP to transfer the historical HIV VL data from the
Biocentric platforms between 2012 and 2018.
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•

LabAccex was designed by CHAI, but its development is fully guided by the NAP and the NHL.The
MOHS (both the NAP and the NHL) own the EID and HIV VL data entered in the LabAccex database
and have full access to all country-wide data as well as HTP platform-level and GNX site-level data.
User accounts are provided to implementing partners involved in viral load implementation and
scale up. However, FMX/LabMyNet does not yet have full access to LabAccex data. CHAI provides
backend IT support to manage the database since this type of IT capacity does not exist at
MOHS/NAP level. It also provides database training to laboratory personnel involved in using the
database.

•

There are quite a few differences between LabAccex and Horus databases, and both have different
strengths and weaknesses. The time dedicated to the evaluation was too limited for the evaluators
to undertake a detailed comparative analysis. However, some of the differences that were noted
are the following: the Horus database is patient-centered, and collects the virological history of
PLHIV on ART that access a VL test, including qualitative indicators. This is not the case for
LabAccex, which is currently centered around VL samples. This is partly due to the fact there is
currently no country-level Unique Identifier (UID) system in place in Myanmar, but one UID is
currently being developed, with support from CHAI (see next paragraph). LabAccex is
interoperable with the ART cohort management system rolled out in ART centers, the Open MRS.
LabAccex is also set up in GNX sites, which was not planned in LabMyNet for the Horus database. A
couple of years after LabAccex full roll out, it would be relevant for the NAP and NHL to undertake
a review to examine how this database works with Open MRS to fit the needs for better PLHIV
care and treatment. Also, while LabAccess can be interoperable with DHIS2, this is not yet the case
but could be done over the next few years. The diagram below explains how LabAccex works.

Diagram 2 :

•

The next step for the country is the finalisation of the Master Patient Index and Unique Identifier
(MPI/UID), which is supported by CHAI along with a foreign university: Due to the lack of countrylevel Unique Identifier (UID) in Myanmar, it is currently challenging to generate quality patientlevel data, including « headcount » data, i.e. the number of PLHIV under treatment who receive a
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VL test each year; the number of PLHIV with virological failure who received a second VL test, etc.
While the private/INGO sector is able to effectively track individual PLHIV through their own ID
system, which allowed Horus to provide patient-level data, this is not yet the case in the public
sector. ART numbers are long (12 digits) and often filled in incorrectly at ART center-level on the
HIV VL requisition form, and as a result, it is challenging to obtain patient-level data. In order to
enable both the provision of integrated, good-quality care for individual patients and, at the
system level, the generation of the high-quality data necessary for effective management and
continuous improvement, the Ministry of Health and Sports of Myanmar is actively engaged in a
multistakeholder collaborative process working towards a nationwide MPI/UID system. Once it is
rolled out, the MPI/UID will enable - among others - both the PLHIV cohort clinical management
system, Open MRS, and the Laboraotry Information Management System, Lab Accex, to track
individual patients and their related demographic, clinical and virological data by assigning them a
Unique Identifier.24
ARV resistance testing at NHL: Due to delays in project implementation, this activity has not moved
forward during the period under review. However, this is a priority before the end of the project. The
country currently sends samples abroad to Thailand and India to test for ARV resistance, which is
neither cost effective nor sustainable. Thanks to LabMyNet funding, two NHL staff will be trained in
2021 on HIV genotyping in ChiangMai University in Thailand. However, other components under this
activity, such as the study visits to Laos, are unlikely to happen. On this activity, LabMyNet/FMX should
also coordinate with the NAP and the Global Fund since there may be some budget for HIV genotyping
in the new Global Fund grant.
3.3.6 Effectiveness of LabMyNet monitoring and evaluation system
Key limitations:
• When the project was designed, the country did not have a harmonised Performance Monitoring
Framework for HIV routine viral load implementation. As a result, LabMyNet set its own viral load
targets. See more on the implications of this in the next section (Target discrepancy between
LabMyNet targets and NAP targets).
• The Horus database was not rolled-out in all high throughput platforms, as was planned initially.
This severely affected the project’s ability to monitor a number of qualitative indicators which
were planned initially: % of PLHIV who are not virally suppressed and who do not come back after
6 months for a VL test; % of PLHIV lost to follow-up; % of PLHIV with virological failure who have
swithed regimen. As a consequence, the logical framework was revised and those indicators were
removed. This also affected LabMyNet - and the country’s - ability to produce reliable and
disaggregated ‘headcount’ data: the number of PLHIV on ART who receive a viral load test per
year, per platorm, with age- and gender-disaggregation.
• Although LabMyNet Logical Framework was revised after grant signature, it was not fully finalised.
When the Monitoring tool was introduced in 2019, a lot of work took place between FMX and
Expertise France/L’Initiative in 2019 and 2020 to fill in the relevant tabs. However, due to the low
‘user-friendliness’ of the Monitoring Tool and the lack of guidance from EF, FMX/LabMyNet
stopped using the monitoring tool. FMX did not use any other tool to monitor progress against all
project indicators in one central document, and there is no dedicated M&E focal point on the
project. During the evaluation, in order to centralise available data in one document and to gain a
better understanding of project progress againt results and indicators, the lead evaluator
produced the ‘LabMyNet indicator monitoring table’, in Annex 4. Due to time constraints, the
evaluators were not able to cover the progress against very large number of output or activitylevel indicators.
24
Thorell, Lori, et al. "Working towards a master patient index and unique identifiers to improve health systems: the example of
Myanmar." WHO South-East Asia journal of public health 8.2 (2019): 83.
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Main findings:
OS1- Indicator 2
•

The project M&E efforts are essentially focused on one core indicator, indicator 2 in the
logframe: the number of VL performed on high throughput (HTP) platforms each year (OPP + IP).
This indicator monitors the collective performance of HTP platforms, and data dissagregated per
HTP platform monitors their individual performancer. Progress on Indicator 2 essentially
determines the success of Objective 1 (Maximize the VLT HIV RNA activities of both integrated and
open platforms). This indicator measures the collective achievement of HTP platforms performing
VL testing in the both public (Abbott) and private (Biocentric, Biomérieux).

•

Indicator 2 monthly data collection process: This indicator is monitored by FMX/LabMyNet on a
monthly basis, which allows FMX/LabMyNet to follow closely HTP Platform performance. This
indicator is dissagregated by platform. Data is collected by the local project manager on a monthly
basis, usually during the first week/10 days of each month, using 2 distinct appraoches: Biocentric
OPP platforms are contacted directly by the local project manager and share their monthly data
with FMX/LabMyNet. For Abbott and Biomérieux data, the local project manager contacts CHAI,
who manages the LIMS database, to get access to the monthly data. When monthly performance
data is off target (numbers are too high or too low), the local project manager contacts the
platform to understand the reasons behind such variations.

•

OS1 indicator 2 – Target discrepancy between LabMyNet targets and NAP targets on overall
number of HIV VL test performed by HTP platforms. Based on the interviews, the target
discrepancy is not an issue for key stakeholders at country level. Overall, there is a 3% and 11%
variation between LabMyNet and NAP annual VL targets (see table C below). When the project
was designed, in 2017, the NAP had not yet started setting annual targets measuring VL
performance, and there was no harmonised Performance Monitoring Framework on VL
implementation. Therefore, FMX/LabMyNet set monthly and annual targets for each HTP
platform. Target calculations were based on key variables such as laboratory infrastructure,
equipment available, machine capacity (e.g. number of plates per week), human resources in post.
Those targets aimed to show each platform’s optimal capacity. For FMX/LabMyNet, those targets
are fixed and are not supposed to be revised. The NAP started setting HIV VL targets at national
and platform level in 2018. NAP targets are reviewed every year during forecasting exercises in
April/May. However, LabMyNet targets are more ambitious than NAP targets, and the NAP has
requested on a couple of occasions that FMX/LabMyNet reduces their targets. This explains why
there is a discrepancy between logframe Indicator 2 and indicator 3 targets (157,000) and the
revised targets in Annex 4 (around 145,000).

Table C : LabMyNet vs NAP target number of total VL carried out per year on high throughput (HTP)
platforms
LabMyNet
targets
NAP targets
Variance

LabMyNet

vs

2018
61,776

2019
76,320

2020
113,616

2021
145,008

58,827
+ 2,949
(5%)

68,591
+7,729
(11%)

110,178
+ 3,438
(3%)

132,230
+12,778
(10%)

NAP (%)
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•

Challenges around monitoring the number of PLHIV on ART receiving a VL test have been
described in earlier sections. There is some confusion around VL data, which the evaluation did not
iron out. For example, while the total number of VL test performed in country in 2019 is 114,798
(HTP platforms + GNX sites), the total number of PLHIV accessing ART that same year is 133,468.
More people accessing a test than the number of tests performed is not possible.

• Target discrepancy between LabMyNet and NAP also occur at platform level.
Analysing those discrepancies between LabMyNet and NAP targets provides some valuable insights
about 1) how the NAP envisages to use each HTP platform for VL, and 2) how FMX/LabMyNet
considers platform capacity should be maximised. This analysis provides insights into the current
politics and dynamics around 1) anticipated use of OPP platforms vs IPs at government level; 2)
indirectly, anticipated use of HTP vs GNX. The variances are particularly striking for the NHL OPP
Biocentric Platform, with FMX/LabMyNet aiming to perform three times more VL tests than the NAP.
In contrast, the NAP relies heavily on the Abbott platform within the NHL. Those differences are mostly
explained by the historical split between public/private ART and VL provision, explained in section 1.2.
While iNGO ART centers mostly drain VL samples to OPP Biocentric platforms, NAP ART centers mostly
drain (= send) their samples to the Abbott platforms and to GeneXpert sites. However, knowing that
the INGO PLHIV cohort is gradually transitionning to the NAP, for OPP platform sustainability, it is
essential to strengthen NAP ownership over OPP Biocentric platforms.
Table D: LabMyNet vs NAP target number of VL carried out per year per HTP platform
LabMyNet

2019
NAP

Variance

LabMyNet

2020
NAP

Variance

16,128

14,313

+1,815

16,128

20,344

-4,216

13,392

7,015

+6,377

17,856

14,203

+3,653

0

1,887

-1,887

8,928

11,486

-2,558

12,096

3,810

+8,286

16,128

9,456

+6,672

13,392

13,800

-408

17,856

25,092

-7,236

0

7,167

-7,167

13,392

6,156

+7,236

17,280

15,476

+1,804

17,280

21,701

-4,421

4,032

10,799

-6,767

6,048

4,994

+1,054

Platform 1: OPP Biocentrics,
PHL, Mandalay
Platform 2: IP Abbott, PHL,
Mandalay
Platform 3: IP Abbott, Magway
Platform 4: OPP Biocentrics,
NHL, Yangon
Platform 5: IP Abbott, NHL,
Yangon
Platform
6:
IP
Abbott,
Mingalardon Hospital, Yangon
Platform 7: IP Biomerieux, PSI
Hospital, Yangon
Platform 8: OPP Biocentrics,
MTY Clinic, Dawei

Implications of target discrepancies:
•

•

•

During the evaluation interviews, most high throughput platforms reported following NAP targets,
except the NHL OPP Biocentric Platform, staffed by FMX, which reported following LabMyNet
targets.
During Quaterly data reviews, supported by FMX/LabMyNet (and ICAP since october 2020), viral
load results are analysed against NAP targets, not LabMyNet targets. Those results are presented
to the HIV Viral Load Working Group.
Targets discrepancies mean that VL results are interpreted differently depending on which target
we look at. A high performing platform according to NAP can be underperforming for
FMX/LabMyNet, and vice versa.
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•

•

LabMyNet targets are fixed because they are essentially related to FMX accountability towards EF,
since those targets were set in the project logframe. As a result, FMX is reluctant to align its
targets to the NAP targets. Moreover, it would be difficult for FMX/LabMyNet to align its targets to
the NAP targets, since those change every year.
Despite the confusion that it may cause, LabMyNet targets can play an important role in
influencing the NAP in its own target setting exercise, especially around target setting for
Biocentric platforms. For example, between 2018 and 2019, FMX/LabMyNet encouraged the NAP
to increase its own targets for the NHL OPP Biocentric platform, to take into account actual
platform capacity – this resulted in a NAP target fom 3,810 to 9,456, a 2.5 increase (see more on
this in the Effects section).

OS 1 Indicator 1 – HIV VL coverage (Number of viral load tests carried out per year vs total number
of PLHIV on ART)
This indicator has already been discussed in section 3.3.1. As explained above, accessing data on the
number of PLHIV on ART receiving a VL test (headcount data) each year is a challenge in Myanmar.
Due to the lack of Unique Identifier Code, the LabAccex database does not currently enable easy
access to headcount data, such as the number of PLHIV on ART receiving a viral load test, including age
and gender disaggregated data. Headcount data is obtained after downloading the whole database
and manually removing duplicates, which is a lengthy and imperfect exercice. As a result of the
challenge around headcount data, LabMyNet calculates the HIV VLT coverage using the number of VL
tests carried out per year, as a proxy. The underlying assumption is that one viral test equates to one
PLHIV on ART tested.
Due to the change in VL context, in particular with the scale-up of GeneXpert machines, the outcome
indicators under OS1 are not sufficient to provide a thorough overview of the HIV VL situation in
Myanmar. Those indicators focus solely on high throughput platforms and their relevance is limited on
their own. In the monitoring table included in Annex 4, the lead evaluator has included the indicators
below to complement Indicator 1 (% HIV VLT coverage). Data for the following indicators is provided
by the NAP on an annual basis. The LabMyNet project should not be held accountable for those
indicators, however their inclusion in the logical framework will provide important information on the
overall context.
% HIV VL coverage by HTP platforms only
% HIV VL coverage by GeneXpert sites only
Total number of viral load tests carried out in Myanmar (OPP+IP+GNX)

OS 1 Indicator 3
This indicator should be reworded. Number of PLHIV registered in patient databases for HIV VL testing
- should be replaced by - Number of PLHIV on ART receiving a viral load test.
The challenges relating to monitoring this indicator are mentioned above.
OS1 Indicator 4
This indicator should be reworded. % of PLHIV with suppressed viral load per platform and per year
(dissaggregated by ahe, sex and line of treatment) – should be replaced by - % of PLHIV who received a
VL test with suppressed viral load per year. From available data, the virological success rate is not
calculated with the total number of PLHIV on ART as denominator. Also, it is unlikely that the level of
disaggregation requested in the original indicator will be available to FMX.
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OS2 Indicator 1 - Number of new PLHIV registered for VL testing per year
This indicator should be reworded: Number of new PLHIV registered for VL testing per year - should be
replaced by - Number of new PLHIV receiving a VL test per year. With the Horus database, it would
have been possible to track/monitor this indicator. However, this has not been possible with the
LabAccex database.
OS3 Indicators 1, 2, 3, 4 – those indicators are not outcome level indicators, but rather are
output/activity level indicators.
OS3 Indicator 5 - The NHL plays an increasing leadership role in following up on the deliverable, edit
action plan and recommendations, at least once a year after the National WS on HIV VLT.
As mentioned in section 3.3.4, this is a qualitative indicator that cannot be monitored with a logframe
approach, but rather a Theory of Change approach.

In addition to the findings above, the project does not systematically track how it provides support to
the High throughput platforms. As a result, without such process monitoring, it is challenging to get
both a precise and comprehensive overview of the support provided to platforms. The knowledgesharing component of the project has not been an area of focus. It would be interesting to explore
what the project can learn from its own implementation. The production of case studies exploring
examples of how LabMyNet has helped platforms overcome specfic challenges would be a good
exercise to illustrate this qualitative aspect of the project (See recommendations).
3.4 Efficiency
The efficiency criteria is looking at the extent to which the project delivers, or is likely to deliver,
results in an economic and timely way. At mid-term, the LabMyNet project efficiency appears to be
low.
•

•

•
•

•

Between June 2018 and June 2020, 38% of the total budget was spent (340,360 € spent vs 898,790
€ budgeted in total), instead of the planned 70% (632,839 € were set to be spent between June
2018 and June 2020).
When looking at the budget, few planned activities have been implemented. Only 10% of the total
spending for that period has been spent on planned activities. 63% of the total expenses were
spent on salaries and 20% on coordination costs. For more information, please see budget analysis
in annex 7. Delays in implementation are described in Setion 1.3. In addition, Annex 5 provides
some insights into the activities that were imlpemented VS not implemented (postponed or
cancelled).
Given the major changes in the project and the significant delay at the beginning of the project, it
would have been relevant/useful to reprogram activities after MOU signature in June 2019.
As a result, some unplanned activities have taken place, which are still relevant and aligned with
the LabMyNet project e.g. supporting the NAP with quarterly Data reviews and analysis, and with
the organisation of the regional HIV VL scale up workshop in Mandalay. Those activities have
mainly required project human resources and time, and have not led to major unplanned activity
costs.
The project organisational structure is quite lean, with a number of posts co-funded by FMX:
Level of effort
58%
100%

International Head of Project
Local Project Manager
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Source of funding
Expertise France
Expertise France

Local Project Admin and Finance Manager
Local Data Manager, replaced by an assistant to the Local
project manager (also NHL OPP lab technician)
South East Asia FMX Manager
Myanmar Country representative
Project Officer (FMX France)

•

•

•

•

•

90%
100%

Expertise France
Expertise France

25%
30%
10-30%

FMX co-funding
FMX co-funding
FMX co-funding

A Data Manager was initially planned to support the Horus database rollout and data analysis.
This post was later replaced by the Assistant to the Project manager, who also works at the
NHL biocentric platform as a medical technologist, to help absorb the increase in the number
of viral load tests, and provide assistance to the Local Project Manager on LabMyNet.
Given the strong emphasis on collecting and analysising data in the LabMyNet project, an M&E
post is missing from the team. Had all the planned activities been implemented, it seems
unlikely that the local project manager would have had the necessary time to support
unplanned activities such as the NAP Quarterly data analysis. An M&E focal person would have
had the responsibility to set up a monitoring system to monitor project indicators, to lead on
the monitoring tool implementation, while also supporting the Local Project manager with
data analylsis for the NAP. While it may be too late for the project to hire a new recruit for the
remaining 5 to 11 months, this skillset should be added to the team should there be a new
iteration of the LabMyNet project.
A number of activities rely directly on the in-country visits of the International Head of project,
who also brings virology expertise to the project. With the COVID-19 crisis in 2020, and the
impact on international travel, the Head of Project was not able to travel, which may have
caused further delays. Overall, the Head of Project visited the country on five occasions, in
June 2018, September 2018, December 2018, January 2019, and September 2019.
Before LabMyNet, there was one FMX representative in Myanmar and one Lab Technician
working at the NHL biocentric platform. With the start of the LabMyNet project in June 2018,
FMX opened an office in Yangon. From 2018 onwards, FMX has grown exponentially in
Myanmar, from 4 staff members and one project in June 2018, mainly LabMyNet staff, to 15
staff members and four projects in 2020. See in annex 8 a description of the current projects
implemented by FMX in Myanmar.
A reprogramming exercise should have taken place after MOU signature, in June 2019. This did
not take place, partly due to the fact that there was no Project Manager in place at Expertise
France /L’Initiative during that period.

3.5 Sustainability
There is a good level of confidence in the political, technical and financial sustainability of the HIV viral
load scale up over the next few years, and in the country’s capacity to maintain the upward trajectory
of VL scale up in Myanmar.25
Key factors for political sustainability are the following:
• There is a continuing strong political will, leadership and commitment to ending HIV as a public
health threat in the country by 2030.
• Myanmar has developed a new HIV National Strategic Plan (NSP-IV) for the upcoming 5-years
(2021-2025), which envisages achieving even more ambitious targets for the HIV cascade (95-9595).
• The joint leadership of the NAP and the NHL is well established.

25

The evaluation was conducted, and the temporary report was written prior to the military coup in Myanmar, on 3 February 2021. This
major political development and its potential impact were not taken into account in the evaluation.
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•

Under this joint leadership, ambitious operational viral load targets have been set, with a viral load
coverage targeted at 96% by 2023. See table below drawn from the Viral Load Implementation
plan 2021-2025.
Operational Targets (2021-2023)
Estimated number of PLHIV on ART
No of ART patients receiving VL test
Total estimated number of VL tests
VL coverage

2021
206,063
186,255
189,999
90%

2022
208,729
198,352
202,339
95%

2023
210,934
201,638
205,691
96%

Key factors for technical sustainability are the following:
• Under leadership of the NAP and the NHL, the HIV VL Working Group can continue to play a pivotal
role in overseeing quality expansion of HV VL testing services and in ensuring continued strong
coordination and collaboration among key stakeholders at both national and sub-national level
• A Master Patient Index/Unique Identifer (UID) should be rolled out in the future. This should
significantly strengthen the coutry’s ability to provide quality HIV care and treatment services and
to track patient level data, including VL data.
• A performance M&E Framework for HIV VL Testing is being developped at national level and a
functional laboratory information management system, LabAccex, has been rolled out to all HTP
platforms and GNX sites.
• With support from CDC, the NAP and NHL will soon launch a network optimisation exercise.
• Sample transportation: a third-party agreement for sample transportation was recently signed by
UNOPS, with GFTAM support. Along with DBS roll-out, this should address some of the sample
transportation issues.
Key factors for financial sustainablity are the following:
• The government has significantly increased it contribution towards the HIV response, from 5% in
2017 to 20% in 2020.26
• The new Global Fund HIV grant has started in 2021 will provide continued support to VL scale-up
implementation. Operational targets mentioned above formed the basis of the funding request to
the Global Fund, which will fund reagents for the Abbott, Biomérieux and Biocentric high
throughput platorms. GNX cartridges are funded via a mix of Global Fund and MoHS funds.
Factors hindering sustainability
One of the key factors affecting sustainability are the insufficient human resources in public
laboratories. The sector is experiencing a severe shortage in qualified laboratory personnel due to
more competitive opportunities available in the private and NGO sectors and a limited number of
graduates. There is no visibility regarding MoHS capacity to take over HTP platform laboratories, which
are currently mostly staffed by iNGOs, including FMX at NHL Biocentric platform. In order to work
towards to long term sustainability and transition, the Global Fund requests grant recipient countries
to progressively increase domestic funding for GF supported programs, with a focus on
progressively absorbing (rather than discontinuing) and financing key Program components, including
HR. The Global Fund works with MoHS and advocate for increase of resources for GF supported
programs and increase of financing for human resources for health (HRH).
Another, new, factor hindering sustainablity of the scale-up is the COVID-19 pandemic, which has had,
and continues having, a significant impact on the HIV response and on the laboratory sector in
Myanmar, and in particular on the country’s capacity to effectively continue to routinely monitor
treatment among ART cohorts.

26

Data from evaluation interview with NAP Director, Dr Htun Nyunt Oo
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Sustainability of the project
The project aims to support the viral load scale up in Myanmar. At mid-term, the project sustainability
appears to be low because when the project ends, it is unlikely that LabMyNet routine activities (i.e. VL
data monitoring and management and providing support to HTP platforms to boost their performance)
will be taken over by the NAP or the NHL. This is mostly due to the lack of HR capacity, as outlined
above. In addition, a key pillar towards sustainability was the creation of a pool of lab technician
trainers, which is unlikely to happen before the end of the project. However, given the number of
international partners supporting the viral load scale-up in Myanmar, it is very likely that some of the
routine project activities would be taken over by technical partners, such as ICAP for the data
monitoring and management aspect. The capacity building activity around genotyping has yet to
happen.
Section 4.2.1 below provides some recommendations on activities that can be prioritised before the
end of the project, and which could improve the project’s overall sustainability.
3.6 Effects/impact
Impact is usually assessed after long period of time. The period of time evaluated is too short to assess
impact. However, some of the possible effects that the evaluators were able to detect are the
following:
On the VL lanscape/ HIV VL working group
•

Coordination: During the first 2 years of the project, LabMyNet has played an increasingly
important role in coordinating the HIV VL working group. Such coordination is key to a more
effective viral load scale-up, and is a contribution that is valued by a number of partners.

•

Knowledge creation: Through monthly monitoring VL performance for each HTP Platform, and
providing support to resolve challenges on an ad hoc/as needed basis the project has gained a
valuable understanding of platforms capacity, roadblocks and challenges, which impact on their
performance. From January 2020 onwards, LabMyNet has started to make a summary of the key
challenges faced by platforms every 6 months. This « knowledge creation » aspect of the project
should be further strengthened and combined with knowledge-sharing efforts. Indeed, in
interviews, not all partners sitting on the HIV VL working group were aware that such an analysis is
being conducted.

At laboratory level
•

Strengthening lab performance and diagnostic capacity: The equipment, small equipment and
consumables procured by the LabMyNet project to HTP platforms had a very visible, concrete and
direct effect on the laboratories, since they improved HTPs working conditions and enabled them
to perform better. During interviews with laboratory personnel, the type of equipment provided
by LabMyNet was systematically the first answer to the question « how did LabMyNet support
your work? ». LabMyNet was responsive to the needs of HTP platforms. More information on what
this support meant for HTP platfoms is provided in section 3.3.2. Moreover, equipment support at
the NHL OPP platform had a significant effect on the NHL – and the country’s - ability to perform
COVID-19 testing from early 2020 onwards.

•

Network dynamics: During the interview with laboratory personnel, (mainly laboratory
technicians, medical technologists and microbiologist), the evaluators were able to sense budding
network dynamics, with interactions and collaboration happening both between platforms and
between laboratory technicians across platforms. At platform level, collaboration was detected
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between Abbott platforms when some platforms experienced reagents shortages in 2020. The NHL
Abbott Platform played a key role in providing those platforms with reagents. Such collaboration
was also evidenced in the work on SOP standardisation: the NHL Abbott Platform shared its SOPs
with the Abbott platform in Magwe. At lab personnel level, those interactions seem to be more
frequent between technicians accross platforms working on the same technology, i.e. technicians
from Abbot platforms are more likely to interact more with each other, and likewise for
technicians from Biocentric platforms, in particular PHL and NHL Biocentric platforms. Some level
of interaction betwen Abbott and Biocentric platforms was detected during interviews, especially
for the platforms hosted by the same laboratory: in PHL Mandalay and NHL Yangon. However,
those interactions appeared to be ad hoc and person-dependent. It is not possible to quantify
precisely the effects that can be attributed to the LabMyNet project on this budding network
dynamic. At mid-term, those are likely to be limited given the delay in activity implementation. The
LabMyNet effect would have likely been more important if the planned training component had
been implemented, since it would have strengthened the interactions between laboratory
personnel accross platforms. A number of laboratory personnel confirmed that attending similar
trainings, workshops or events as other lab personnel was useful in creating synergies and
facilitating collaboration between them.
•

HR training and capacity building: while FMX played a key role in building laboratory personnel
capacity in Biocentric platforms between 2012 and 2018, when we look narrowly at the project
between June 2018 and June 2020, the effect of the LabMyNet project on capacity building at
platform level is likely to be very limited, since the planned trainings did not take place between
2018 and 2020. However, the effect of the LabMyNet project on the NHL Biocentric platform
capacity building is much more obvious, since FMX directly hired the laboratory personnel
performing viral load and invested in building their capacity and providing professional growth
opportunities (conference attendance, etc).

•

Quality: at mid-term, it was not possible for the evaluators to assess the effect/impact of EQAS
registration on the quality of the work performed by HTP platforms. However, the LabMyNet
project contribued to harmonising the quality programmes for HTP platforms in the country.

At MoHS-level : NAP and NHL
•

Enabling more evidence-based decision-making: The project enables the NAP and the NHL to
access better VL data on a monthly and on a quarterly basis, to make evidence-based decisions
and to take corrective action where and when needed. This is a key enabling factor for the viral
load scale-up. Prior to LabMyNet and ICAP support, this type of VL data analysis was not previously
available in Myanmar. Thanks to this exercise, the NAP has better visibility on which ART site is not
performing in terms of sending VL samples, and is able to take action to ensure site-level targets
for sample collection are met. The NAP and the NHL have better visibility on HTP platform
performance. This contributes to creating a data culture at MoHS level, both at the central (NHL
and NAP) and at site-level (laboratories and ART centers). Over time, one can hope that this
exercise will become part and parcel of NAP and NHL evidence-based decision-making, and that
the NAPcan advocate for a dedicated data analyst position or team when support from
international partners declines.

•

Strengthening the ‘sense of ownership’ of the MoHS over the biocentric platforms. As described
in the context section, there is a historical split in the Myanmar HIV response between the public
sector and the private/iNGO sector. Up until now, this is reflected in the viral load landscape, in
particular in the way Abbott platforms are used – essentially by the public sector, and the way
Biocentric platforrms are used - essentially by the private/iNGO sector. The sustainability of the
Biocentric platforms is at stake: with a private/iNGO sector that is rapidly shrinking, strengthening
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NAP/public sector ownership over Biocentric platforms is key if the Biocentric platforms are to be
used in the future.
o The following example illustrates a possible shift at NAP level: MSH-CH, which operates the
Biocentric platform in Dawei, will be handing over its PLHIV cohort to the NAP by the end of
2021. The NAP had initially showed little interest in taking over the Biocentric Platform in
Dawei. In the interview, MSH-CH was able to notice a recent shift in NAP interest: the
Biocentric platform will be transferred from the MSF-CH Clinic to Dawei Hospital. The NAP
also ensured that reagents and consumables for the platform were included in the Global
Fund request for the 2021-2023 grant cycle. It is worth noting that this ‘sense of ownership’
was not directly discussed with the NAP, so it is not possible to acertain that there was indeed
a change in NAP perspective, nor to assess to what extent the LabMyNet has contributed to
this shift.
o Another example is the situation at the NHL, with a Biocentric Platform, operated by FMX,
that is underutilised and an Abbott Platform, operated by the public sector, which is
‘saturated’. This is mainly due to the fact that most of NAP-managed ART centers’ samples are
drained to the NHL Abbott platform, while the NHL Biocentric platform essentially receives
samples from a few Union Integrated HIV Care Centers. The LabMyNet project has had a
direct effect on improving the optimisation of the NHL Biocentric platform, through working
with the NAP to increase the number of sites drained to this platform. Discussions between
LabMyNet/FMX and the NAP contributed to increasing yearly target for the NHL Biocentric
platform to 9,456 VLT in 2020, from 3,810 VLT in 2019.
•

Sample transportation: LabMyNet responded to ad hoc requests from the NAP to support with
sample transportation consumables, such as EDTA tubes for blood samples, etc. While this
responded to a need, this type of ad hoc support only provides very punctual effects and does not
address the structural challenges affecting sample transportation issues.

At Fondation Mérieux level
•

As mentionned in section 2.3, the LabMyNet project has enabled FMX to establish itself as an
important stakeholder in the viral load landscape in Myanmar.

•

LabMyNet: a possible ‘springboard’ for FMX. The LabMyNet project was the first donor-funded
project implemented by the FMX in Myanmar, which strengthened FMX presence in-country,
through the recruitment of a team of three key project staff and through opening an office in
Yangon. This may have contributed to enabling FMX to leverage additional donor projects, funded
by AFD and by the Fleming Fund, which also focus on NHL capacity building. More details on those
projects are provided in Annex 8. This potential ‘springboard’ effect of the LabMyNet project for
FMX was confirmed by AFD during the evaluation interview: FMX presence in Myanmar through
LabMyNet implementation and current experience with the NHL played a role in AFD decision to
work with FMX.

4. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
4.1 Conclusion
During the first two years of the project, the LabMyNet project has worked hard to establish itself in
the VL landscape in Myanmar and to contribute to achieving a significantly increased performance
among HIV VL high throughput platforms. LabMyNet started at a critical time in Myanmar, when the
country was planning a rapid and ambitious scale up to dramatically increase the number of PLHIV on
ART accessing a viral load test and achieve 90% of viral load coverage. The project both benefitted
from, contributed to and supported the high momentum around viral load in the country.
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There were a number of successive external challenges, which affected the implementation of several
activities. The project had to wait for a whole year for the FMX MOU to be amended and validated by
the Myanmar government, and the COVID-19 outbreak in 2020 further compounded those delays.
There was only 6 months of project implementation in between both challenges. This had a significant
knock-on effect on a number of activities, such as the overarching HR capacity buildling component,
which has been significantly delayed, or the activity around buildling NHL capacity around
genotyping/testing for ARV resistance.
In addition, a combination of a rapidly evolving multistakeholder context and the lack of NAP
involvement at project design stage meant that some planned activities did not take place because
similar initiatives were already being implemented by other stakeholders, either the NAP or other
partners. Significant coordination efforts were made by the LabMyNet team in order to preserve
project coherence and to avoid duplications with ongoing efforts from other stakeholders. Overarching
activities that did not take place are the roll out of the Horus database and the work planned around
demand creation, both with VL prescribers and community stakeholders.
In parallel, LabMyNet has taken on new responsabilities, such as a strong coordination role of the HIV
VL working group and significant support to the NAP during quarterly VL data reviews, both of which
contributed to better coordination and an increase in evidence-based decision making at NAP level.
Therefore, the project has had to adapt to a rapidly evolving context in order to maximise its relevance
and alignment with national priorities and other programmes. While a positive momentum has been
achieved, the above-mentioned delays and challenges have particularly impacted the project
effectiveness, efficiency and sustainability as of June 2020. Some positive effects can be detected,
although time and methodology constraints (distance evaluation) did not allow for further exploration
of those effects.
Now is the time for the LabMyNet team to take stock of the work achieved over the past two years, of
the changes that occured, and to prioritise activities over the next few months, including some « quick
wins », to achieve before the end of the project. This prioritisation exercise should be based on a
consideration of both where the project can add the most value and of what is realistic to achieve
within the short timeframe left. The HR capacity building component is a clear priority, including
building genotyping capacity, and introducing e-learning modules for laboratory personnel. The
LABMYNET project can also play a pivotal role in ensuring smooth transition of the Dawei Biocentric
platform to the public sector before the end of 2021. There are also opportunities to contribute to
raising awareness of viral load among PLHIV at community level, which the project can respond to, in
coordination with key relevant stakeholders. Improving the monitoring, evaluation and learning
component of the project is also a priority.
Finally, while there is no clarity on any future plan for LabMyNet after the project ends, this report
provides some possible orientations for a possible future iteration, such as ensuring alignment with
the national performance monitoring framework, broadening the project scope to include the
GeneXpert sites and early Infant Diagnosis, building a consortium with organisations bringing
complementary skills and expertise on demand creation, in particular with communities, and
investigating which role LabMyNet could play in supporting building the capacity of high throughput
platforms to carry out VL test on Dried Blood Spots.
4.2 Recommendations
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4.2.1 Recommendations for the rest of project implementation
•

A key priority for the LabMyNet project is to rapidly work through a reprogramming exercise to
adjust the project activities and remaining budget to the time left.

•

Orientations for priority activities before the end of the project:

•

o

Organising a theoretical training session + developing e-learning modules for laboratory
personnel: In addition to delivering the planned theoretical training to laboratory personnel,
LabMyNet/FMX should prioritise working on e-learning modules to complement laboratory
personnel theoretical training, in close collaboration with the NHL. This was initially planned in
the project. Such e-learning material is more relevant than ever, given the current
circumstances and restrictions caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Upon request from the NHL,
LABMYNET should also consider including laboratory quality and biosafety as part of the
training provided to laboratory personnel.

o

A new activity should be added, around support the transition of the Dawei Biocentric
platform to the NAP : As mentioned in the previous section, MSH-CH will be handing over its
ART cohort to the public sector (NAP) by the end of 2021, along with the Biocentric platform
which will be set up at Dawei hospital. If this transition is not adequately supported, there is
the risk that the Biocentric Platform stops being used by the public sector. LabMyNet/FMX is
uniquely positionned to support this process and should work with MSF-CH and the NAP to
ensure the Biocentric platform will be adequately staffed and to train laboratory personnel
once they are in post.

o

There is an opportunity for LabMyNet to identify current gaps and « quick wins » to support
communities’ work on demand creation, in collaboration with the NAP, ICAP and global Fund
community SR. The VL demand creation needs at the community level are not fully covered
and there are opportunities to harness the existing CBO architecture in place to support an
increase of VL awareness and understanding among PLHIV. This could involve, for example,
training a pool of peer supporters to become trainers on HIV VL, printing and distributing more
IEC material where there is a gap at grassroot level, providing funding for dedicated HIV VL
awareness raising sessions at community level. The feasibility of this recommendation will need
to be discussed with FMX given the limited time left on the project and the current capacity and
skillset available on LabMyNet.

o

Prioritising the support to the NHL on testing for HIV resistance to ART. This planned support
should be prioritised. A training in Chiang Mai for two NLH staff is planned in 2021. This activity
should not only involve the NHL, it should also be coordinated with the NAP since there may be
some GF funding for genotyping in the budget.

o

FMX/LabMyNet should ensure that all CDC and NRL EQAS reports are sent to the NHL, in
addition to the relevant HIV VL platforms, to enable the NHL to discuss any potential issue with
relevant laboratory personnel and to decide on corrective action. LabMyNet can play an
important role in supporting the NHL around report review and corrective measures.

Improvements on the project Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning (MEL) component:
o

Strengthen the « knowledge creation » component of the project by starting to
monitor/track and capitalise on how the LabMyNet project provides support to HTP platforms
in response to the challenges encountered by the platforms. This could be done through setting
up a system/document to routinely track and document the challenges encountered and the
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type of support provided by LabMyNet to each platform. This could be complemented by the
production of short case studies to explore and illustrate some examples of how LabMyNet has
helped platforms overcome specific challenges in producing VL tests to optimise their
performance.

•

o

Improved knowledge creation should be accompanied by increased knowledge-sharing efforts.
Indeed, in interviews, some partners sitting on the HIV VL working group expressed an appetite
for more analysis e.g. on platform challenges to illustrate/help understand some HTP platform
recurrent underperformance.

o

Given the lack of dedicated M&E capacity on LabMyNet project, the lack of ownership of the
MT at LabMyNet level and the large quantity of indicators in the logical Framework, use of the
Monitoring Tool may not be an effective way to monitor project progress at this stage. A
simpler table monitoring indicators, similar to the one in Annex 4, could be used instead. This
will need to be discussed and agreed between FMX and Expertise France.

o

Ideally, a person dedicated to M&E should be hired as part of the project. However, if this is not
feasible, such dedicated M&E capacity should be prioritised in a potential future iteration (see
next section).

o

Undertake the changes to the project indicators as suggested in section 3.3.5. Those are
summarised in annex 4

Fostering an effective communication around the LabMyNet project at different levels:
o

LabMyNet shoud continue to communicate about the project with HIV VL working group
members. During the interviews with some HIV VL working group members, there were varying
degrees of knowledge and understanding of the LabMyNet project and its contribution in the
broader VL landscape.

o

There is scope for more direct communication about the LabMyNetT project with the Global
Fund Myanmar country team about the LabMyNet project. This would be an opportunity for
FMX/LabMyNet to share information relating to VL scale-up and to get a broader perspective
on the VL situation in-country. There is an appetite from the Global Fund Myanmar country
team for such strengthened relationships with FMX and more topline information on
LabMyNet.

o

The communication with Expertise France/L’Initiative is currently centralised by the Head of
Project at FMX in France. However, it may be beneficial to facilitate communication between
the Project Manager at Expertise France/L’Initiative and the local team at FMX in Myanmar.

o

It is worth noting that during the evaluation, the NAP requested for more senior-level
engagement from FMX with the NAP, in particular from FMX headquarters in France. This may
be something FMX feels is worth taking into consideration in their communication strategy.

4.2.2 Recommendations for a possible future iteration of LabMyNet
In a potential future iteration of the LabMyNet project, FMX should consider the following:
•

Co-designing the project and its activities with the NAP and the NHL, and in close consultation with
the HIV VL working group members.
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•

Ensuring project VL targets are aligned with national targets. A performance monitoring
framework is being developped as part of the Viral load implemetnation plan, which should form
the basis of the project possible future logical framework or any other project planning and
monitoring tool.

•

Broadening its scope to include support to the network of GNX, with close collaboration with key
stakeholders already involved in rolling out and supporting the network (NAP, CDC, Global Fund,
UNOPS). A broader scope could also include support to Early Infant Diagnosis.

•

Building a consortium in order to deliver the project in partnership with other organisations, in
particular around working on viral load demand creation at ART center level and community level.
The NAP has expressed an interest for LabMyNet to support demand creation in the 10
states/regions where ICAP is not active. This may be an area to further explore, depending on FMX
interest.

•

Focusing on supporting the qualitative aspects of viral load, such as monitoring and supporting
better performance on turn around times, error rates, etc. While the LabMyNet project is primarily
focused on the quantitative aspect of HTP platforms performance, it will be important to go
beyond this.

•

Strengthening the M&E capacity of a possible future LabMyNet implementation team, by ensuring
a dedicated M&E post.

•

In order to be able to monitor any future objective around strengthening NHL leadership, FMX
should consider developping a theory of change for in order to identify 1. A joint vision: where the
NHL should be on the leadership scale (both in terms of political and technical leadership) in an
ideal world ; 2. Pathways to achieve changes ; 3. Key enablers.

•

Finally, it may be interesting to investigate the role FMX could play in supporting HIV VL platform
capacity to carry-out VL tests on dried blood spots. While DBS is being rolled out in the country as
a solution to sample transportation issues, the roll-out is slow. This was described by the Global
Fund as a « low hanging fruit » for the country.
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ANNEXES
Annex 1. LabMyNet Mid-term evaluation Terms of references
Annex 2. Evaluation agenda with key stakeholders interviewed
Annex 3. Inception report
Annex 4. LabMyNet Indicator monitoring table*
Annex 5. Progress on LabMyNet activity implementation*
Annex 6. Mapping of key stakeholders supporting HIV VL platforms*
Annex 7. Budget analysis as of June 2020
Annex 8. Note on current FMX projects in Myanmar
Annex 9. List of reviewed documentation
*Annexes 4 to 6 were produced by the lead evaluator in collaboration with FMX local team to support
the evaluation report. Those are working documents which can still be improved.
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